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Dedication
“For humans to have a responsible relationship to their
world, they must imagine their places in it. To have a place,
to live and belong in a place, to live from a place without
destroying it, we must imagine it. By imagination we see it
illuminated by its own unique character and by our love for
it. By imagination we recognize with sympathy the fellow
members, human and non human, with whom we share
our place.”
Wendell Berry
The Jefferson Lecture

This project is dedicated to Rhode Island’s food system
and landscape. Additionally, to my 2007 Toyota Prius
and my RISD/newfound Rhode Island network. I would
not have been able to accomplish this project without the
interactions and support of my classmates, professors,
department, and food system guides/stakeholders.
And to Archie.
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Abstract
Many Rhode Islanders lack access to local food system
education. They struggle to connect with local food outlets as well as understand why supporting a resilient local
food community matters. Local food producers face great
challenges within the system such as finding stable ways to
produce, distribute, and sell their merchandise. In addition,
the RI government’s agricultural marketing efforts are not
innovative and local food-centric nonprofits are swamped
with work resulting in the outsourcing of creative marketing jobs that have yielded questionable results. In order to
engage with a wider audience, both the government and
the non-profit sector need to be more experimental and
innovative to increase public awareness. Public awareness,
in conjunction with other efforts to increase access to local
food, all assist in the greater goal of building a resilient
local food system in which there is a healthy demand for a
vibrant local food infrastructure as well as space and support to grow local food.
Through a series of designed accessible experiences that
engage and inform consumers while providing producers
with more economic stability (through increased marketing
and community support), Ocean State Food Stories aims to
connect the public to the terroir of the Rhode Island region.
I have designed free, mobile interactive agrotourism experiences that bring to urban environments key food system
updates and information as well as stories from farmers
and fishermen through sensorial play; in doing so, these
experiences create a greater sense of place and community
for the participants. The use of both senses and storytelling simultaneously creates a more memorable experience
which builds a connection to the producers and their processes, which for many is completely unknown. This connection along with the information provided encourages
participants to visit the producers’ sites and source their
products. Ocean State Food Stories is designed to be a
case study that other urban areas can follow.
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Bees
Seaweed

Thesis Title

Bees Bees Bees. So charming
and so wonderful. I started
working with bees because of
my old sculptures, because
my sculptures looked like bee
hives. They were thin and crisp
and textured and sometimes
I’d pour galkyd all over them,
which looking back was very
sugary, reminiscent of honey. I
started working for a beekeeping
company doing all sorts of
ideation around a beekeeping
brand and what these kinds of
experiences look like. Looking
back, those days were so fun—
to solely think about man’s
relationship to bees, and bees’
relationship to man. I remember
the first time I got into a hive.
14

I suited up into a ventilated jacket, I winged it, no pun
intended, with gloves and a tool. I wedged open the human
sized wooden structure slowly and carefully, feeling a pull
from the waxy propolis. Feeling tension and restraint. I
remember putting down my rusty hand forged hive tool and
decided to trust my leather gloves—reaching for the wooden frames (slats which bees build comb from—the heart of
the hive). Bees started to surround me. They sounded like
a growing whisper, warm and a little scary. I knew I had
to trust them. I knew I couldn’t breathe heavily but oh so
I wanted to. I was scared, I was nervous, I was confused,
I was okay. As their whispers surrounded me I felt warm.
Their tiny bodies crawled all over me. Looking at each one—
their wings like fuzzy masses and their feet hard to follow.
They were charming. I wasn’t scared anymore.
I lifted the wooden slat which held the comb—wax and larvae and honey and bees crawling everywhere. Hundreds of
them everywhere. They were one, and I was an outsider.
Since that day I have taken care of many hives and have
a sincere soft spot for bees. I love to watch them pollinate.
When they are tired or lost, they look drained, physically.
I love to feed them honey and see the life flow back into
them so they are well enough to run away.
Not everyone should keep bees, though I’d say that I think
everyone would be more considerate and conscientious if
they held comb and they opened a beehive, at least once
in their life. It’s just one of those amazing moments where
you realize there’s so much more to the world than anything
you know—and there’s so much more to do and to learn.
You’ve just got to do it someday. Hundreds of bees whispering around you. It’s crazy. Maybe I am a Tiger King. Bees
are my tigers. Power doesn’t have to be so big. It can come
from the tiniest thing or the most efficient collective. We
have to learn from them. We have to treat them well.

Introduction
Top Left: Toy Beekeeper made by Charlotte Clement in 2018.

Dear Readers,

I grew up in a suburban city neighborhood outside of the
capital of the smallest state where farmland is limited
and expensive. I grew up with 3 siblings, a cat and a small
backyard. My mother is English and so I read many English
children’s books—all about farms and farm animals. As a
child, I decided that my dream career was to be a farmer. I
was laughed at in school for saying this and then turned my
career interest to other trendy topics like vet or astronaut,
but that farmer story was always in the back of my mind.
My family vacationed in the Lake District of England—
countryside filled with sheep farms and farms everywhere.
Beyond that my favorite family activities were agricultural.
I loved pumpkin picking and Christmas tree wrangling and
even going to vineyards with my parents. As an adult, these
are still my favorite things to do. As an adult I have to drag
my friends pumpkin picking and apple picking every year.
I love the nostalgia. I am not necessarily trying to connect
to family moments but understanding my place, where
I grew up, the land I came from, where I am now… all of
these fleeting feelings and memories, some inherited and
many lived.
In college I specialized in environmental studies. I learned
all of the basic environmental sustainability and justice
facts and figures. My university was in New Jersey where
super-fund sites are juxtaposed with the New Jersey housewives and shadows of Manhattan. While in school I managed to work to change my university’s dining contract to
incorporate more locally produced food as well as help
the workers receive better pay. It was a long process that I
was only a slice of—but that was innately impactful. After
school I moved to Oregon to pursue a career in fine art and
agriculture. I loved Oregon and it entirely introduced me to
a different terrain of foreign crops and farming dynamics.
Here I made sure to go wine tasting and pick all of the berries and ride horses. No matter where I live and travel those
are my favorite tourism activities.
My thesis journey began through my experience working in
the beekeeping industry, for a startup beekeeping supplier
Ocean State Food Stories
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Bottom Left: Charlotte opening up a Top
Bar Hive. Photo by Tom Vogt, 2016.

called Bee Thinking. I worked for a business that manufactured alternative beehive styles in Portland, Oregon—which
had become the land of liberal hipsterdom. I managed
a mead bar, gift shop, and beekeeping shop, as well as
educated clientele on beekeeping how-to's and other DIY
gardening/liquor phenomena.

1

Working in the beekeeping industry really helped introduce
me to varying degrees of agriculture. However, my lens was
limited. Oregon is an agricultural state with polarized populations of red and blue areas. I worked for a Portland based
company which was ridden with this Portland hipsterdom.
However, beekeeping industry politics tend to be all over the
place. Some left wing hippies who believe in fairies, lots of
earnest libertarians, and certainly a fair share of republican
DIY-ers. Beekeeping brought all of these people together
and it was a completely rich and sometimes divided community—not because of national politics but because of
beekeeping politics defined by the kind of hive you use or
your opinion on treatment. Portland’s beekeeping community was very tolerant and I stood at the front line of the
semi leftist beekeepers who believe in no treatment whatsoever—the “let them die” mentality that I was convinced
could save honey bee populations. 1

2 A hive with a tap refers to the Flow
Hive, an infamously successful
kickstarter campaign that went viral
because of its feel-good message. The
hive consists of a complicated inner
structure where one can turn a tap
and harvest honey without bothering
the bees (like most other harvesting
techniques). Many consumers purchased this hive with little knowledge,
believing that they can plop it in their
backyards, turn a tap, get honey, all
while saving honey bee populations.
Among other complicated issues,
with limited customer support, the
designers subconsciously promoted
a new naive wave of beekeeping that
pillages bees’ honey. Honey bees
require ample amounts of honey to
survive the winter, so this is not ideal.

Working in the beekeeping industry in Portland opened my
eyes to the power of design and its influence on agriculture. I studied different hive designs, some formed from
ancient beekeeping practices and others made popular
by mass pollination practices. I started working there in
2014, when honey bees and colony collapse disorder were
becoming widespread knowledge. I watched as the world
became increasingly conscious of the plight of honey bees,
and I watched as consumer culture manipulated the “save
the honey bee” story arc, where honey bees exploded and
became trendy accessories on packaging and in businesses
marketing efforts. I especially watched as rich backyard
beekeepers decided that buying a hive where you can turn
a tap 2 and get honey was the answer to colony collapse
disorder, or at least that’s what they believed. Greenwashing3 was absolutely dangerous, as green was seen as some
form of an exclusive gospel. In this world, consumption was
still the learned answer. Thus, product design was key, as it
has become clear that certain hive designs are both healthier for beekeepers and bees - and changing/challenging industrial consumer culture is in many ways the job of an industrial designer. Throughout industrial agricultural history,
Ocean State Food Stories
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Treatment Free is a radical philosophy
reliant upon careful adjustments of
space and good genes rather than
chemical treatments. The treatment
free philosophy is “let them die,”
hoping that weaker colonies will
dwindle while stronger colonies that
have survived multiple winters will
propagate.

Top Right: My friend Emma working in a
top bar hive. (Top Right)
Bottom Right: The Flow Hive in action.
EU, “Flow Hive 2 – Cedar 6 Frame.”
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technology and design facilitates and shapes the methods
one uses to care for whatever product is being produced.
A carefully designed sustainable tool will do more good
for the environment in this day and age solely because of
society’s obsession and reliance upon the consumption of
these tools.

3 Greenwashing: “Greenwashing, also
called “green sheen”, is a form of
marketing spin in which green PR
and green marketing are deceptively
used to persuade the public that an
organization’s products, aims and policies are environmentally friendly and
therefore ‘better’; appeal to nature.”
(Greenwashing, wikipedia)

Within this world everything was influenced by mono-culture and mass pollination tools and practices. You either
learned from someone who swore by the Langstroth hive4 or
someone who hated it because of its association with mono-culture and industrial agriculture. In many ways these
habits and designs were entirely inspired by an innately
broken agricultural system. Yet, this was the system that
the majority of US beekeepers, to this day, believed. This
world moves slowly, with tradition as its crux. Frankly these
traditions have absolutely contributed to the demise of honey bee populations.

4 Langstroth hive: The most popular
hive design in the United States. It’s
essentially a modular rectangular
box hive that is designed to both
maximize honey production and to be
easily stacked and shipped, making
it perfect for mass pollination of
mono-culture.

It was here in this beekeeping company in Portland that I
became fascinated with the local movement, in both food
and craft. As a buyer, I was in charge of sourcing sold
goods in our retail store and global website. I looked to the
thriving local Portland craft scene as my muse and spent
long hours browsing craft fairs and fancy marketplaces
- looking for the most interesting honey and the healthiest salve. This is where I began to believe in the power of
“locale,” though my interests and efforts were entangled
in consumption.
The world I was working and living in was one of privilege.
Most of my customers, and really most of Portland, were
Caucasian Americans with both time, space, and the finances to purchase a beehive, mead, fancy face creams,
hand forged goods...etc. Portland has particularly substantial and problematic gentrification issues. Looking back at
these times, I feel faintly strange to have lived and worked
in a completely inaccessible industry (and others, too),
whose survival thrives off of urban DIY movements for those
with time and money. These thoughts increasingly fueled
my interest in issues surrounding gentrification, especially
green gentrification.5

5 Green Gentrification: “Green gentrification looks at the social consequences of urban “greening” from an
environmental justice and sustainable
development perspective. Such Initiatives, while positive for the environment, tend to increase inequalityand
thus hte social pillar of sustainable
development. Although green is ostensibly intended to improve environmental conditions in neighborhoods,
it generates green gentrification that
pushes out the working class, and
people of color, and attracts white,
wealthier in-migrants. Simply put,
urban greening “enriches and whites”
remaking the city for the sustainability class. Without equity-oriented public policy intervention, urban greening
is negatively re-distributive in global
cities.” (Gould, Lewis, 2017)

my thesis began with little projects here and there. Every
exploration and research stint over the last ten or so years
added subconsciously to the other and has culminated in
this thesis. This isn’t the end for me, it’s nearly the beginning
though sometimes I am unsure how to make a living from
my hoarding of wool combined with kitchen alchemy. I will.
This thesis is just a first step.
Throughout the last couple of years at RISD I have explored
green justice zones, access to local foods, food insecurity
and homelessness, as well as the exclusive nature of artisan food movements. All of these rabbit holes helped shape
this thesis work in one way or another. As I explored a wide
range of topics - all of these little explorations helped me
to gather a semi complete picture of Rhode Island’s food
system complexities and the beautiful hell that we live in.
At times I felt incredibly stifled by infrastructural disparities
and political traps. I learned to listen critically and learn
from the wisdom of people who have been working with and
in these communities for so long. I learned to do my best to
remove my own artistic ego. Lastly, I learned that a small
focused effort is stronger than something wide and fluffy.
So I embarked on this small effort with challenges of corona virus and juggling multiple perspectives and producer
schedules. I hope to continue working in this arena and
learn from those wiser than I, so I can be better equipped
to help in the fight to create stronger inclusive communities where education and food access are readily available
and implemented.
Thank you for reading and for being along for the ride.
Sincerely,
Charlotte

After experiencing all of this, coming to Rhode Island for
my masters was extremely different for me. I became more
sensitive to gentrification and to agricultural trends. In
addition, I began to work for the Nature Lab and experiment with alternative materials as well as waste. And so
Ocean State Food Stories
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Seaweed
Seaweed
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Seaweed is scary. Seaweed
is curious, it’s weird, and it’s
uncomfortable. It’s depressing
when it hits a beautiful beach
and you can’t swim - nor can you
walk on the sand - when faint
fragments of red surround and
stain your body. Yes, seaweed
is frankly uncomfortable. But
it’s also so satisfying - in its
foreign leafiness and tubular
structures that if you get the
right momentum and jump on it
will pop just like bubble wrap. At
that moment I always feel a little
evil but the temptation is so real.
Seaweed is secondary compared
to everything else, compared
to finding shells, playing with
27

sand, and basking at ocean landscapes. Though I do
love seaweed - its variety, bizarre fragmentation, and
variation in color and texture.
There was a time when I cherished seaweed for my
own artistic musings. I would travel to beaches alone
or with friends in the dead of winter to gather bits and
pieces while our hands were freezing. I had bags of it,
dried and wet. I would often forget about it and oh the
smell. See, seaweed is scary in that way - yes its textures and tastes are foreign but the smells - they are
too familiar. Like low tide times a thousand.
As often with most of my work, I always think about
the ethics of taking something from its natural environment and using it for “research,” like taking a bunch
of seaweed from the shore. There are proper ways to
analyze weather one is able to take a particular strain
of seaweed, and beyond that, there are proper ways
to extract seaweed from the ocean floor. Like flowers,
you must clip the seaweed at a particular angle. Even
in these slightly lawless moments of foraging, there
were laws. There are always laws.
Processing the seaweed is also a mysterious delight.
Try turning it into bioplastic. It’s tough - you have to
analyze particular chemical contents to ensure you
don’t end up with an ever-present pile of rotting goo.
I became so familiar with this process - I would go to
the beach and look for The seaweed - the hairy, fingery, invasive kind that’s a deep sage green. I’d bring it
home, put it in a blender until it was a fine paste, and
then create my concoction - adding layers at a time.
The results were both disturbing and beautiful as the
process made the seaweed’s fragments very visible. It
is no doubt a material of the future.

About Ocean State
Food Stories

Ocean State

Food Stories

Ocean State Food Stories is a local nonprofit dedicated
to making agrotourism experiences for local urban environments so Providence region residents can engage with
their greater local food system. These experiences are free
and accessible. Rhode Island residents and consumers will
gain a greater sense of place and community through engagement with the local agricultural environment and key
information, both of which will help them feel a little more
knowledgeable and connected to their local food system. I
am leveraging Rhode Island’s deep restaurant identity and
combining it with materiality, nostalgia, and novelty to
create celebratory moments of public consciousness. My
agrotourism experiences are designed to provide selected
farmers/fisherman/producers with additional marketing
stability, as well as identify where average people hold
different scales of power. During my research I have heard
many producer stories which have helped me feel excited
and connected to my dinner plate, community, and Rhode
Island. I am excited to share their stories/livelihood, as well
as the rich material experiences that are their professions.
This project is both influenced by my own experiences with
agrotourism, as well as research that I have conducted
regarding the average Rhode Islander’s knowledge of the
local food system. I have interviewed Providence region
residents who explain that they have difficulty accessing
local food, and many of which struggle to understand why
supporting a local food community matters. Many of my
research participants explained that they would like more
education and exposure, beyond the basic infrastructure
of access. That infrastructure being semi inaccessible
farmers markets, grocery stores, corner stores, government
handouts, emails, and word of mouth. The corona virus has
certainly changed some level of local food consciousness
and resiliency. I’d like to continue this momentum.

Right: Drawing of mobile museum with
map and ceramic objects.
Left: Project logo by Benjamin Clement
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“Conventional agriculture has never
suceeded in feeding the world, and its
never produced anything good to eat.
For the future, we need to look torwards
alternatives.”
Dan Barber, The Future is Flavor

Ocean State Food Stories
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Within this thesis project, I have created a project proposal
to be used to apply for future grants in order to actualize
the exhibition beyond its initial stages. In addition, I have
built a COVID-era prototype, a project website, and a
participatory mapping research experience.

Ocean State Food Stories
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Seaweed

Thesis Title

Cod is so much of my childhood.
I remember countless early
evening picnics eating fish and
chips on Nauset Beach or fried
cod sandwiches at George’s in
Galilee. Cod was and is probably
still my favorite fish, my ultimate
comfort food. It’s buttery, flaky,
and easy to take down. I’d eat
it alone or with ketchup, chips,
brussel sprouts, bread and
pickles—this is the ultimate
food that reminds me of home
for so many reasons. When I
think about the countless times I
have purchased and consumed
cod, I never really confronted
its physical appearance. Sadly,
I don’t really even know what
cod looks like—all I can do is
38

try to identify its white flesh and buttery soft flavor. I can’t
identify its eyes, size or fin shape. Much of whitefish tastes
similar. That’s what much of America thinks apparently. According to my marine biologist fishery-working friend, due
to lack of proper misguided regulations in the United States,
much of what we consume today, this general “white fish,”
could really be anything. Oftentimes even restaurants in
Rhode Island might be serving a generic white fish fillet and labeling it as cod. Similar to salmon and other extremely popular fish, cod is a staple amongst those who eat fish.
Though cod can be local and caught off the RI shores,
often other types of lesser known fish are more readily
available and easier to catch. Seafood politics and regulations are incredibly complicated and difficult to understand,
though it’s clear that there’s much more to the Rhode Island
regional waters than what consumers are able to find in
the grocery store, if anything local.
If you have the time or opportunity I recommend heading
to your local/regional seafood auction at least once in your
life. Early on in my research I had the chance to go to the
New Bedford Seafood Auction1, a trade staple in the Northeast. You’ve got to wake up early to get there by 6 to evaluate boxes and boxes of freshly caught fish of all shapes
and sizes—these came right from fishing boats and show
up everyday. Men walk the aisles on phones contacting
restaurants and distributor bosses to explain the quality
of the daily catch. Prices vary depending on quality and
availability. Like an auction, you can bid on pounds of fresh
fish. The auction ends at about 7 or 8 in the morning. Once
complete, winners grab their lot and ship or truck them to
corners of the country and world, many of which do not
actually stay local.
After being picked up and transported to distributors and
then restaurants and grocery stores, the fish are cleaned,
prepped, chopped, seared, and served. Many of the consumers, including myself, have little understanding of
how to handle, to clean and descale a freshly caught fish.
Many of the popular species, especially cod, have tiny
work parasites embedded in their skin, which needs to be
plucked before serving. Even after completing this project,
my knowledge is still quite minimal, as there’s a wealth of
species, each with their own political and economic powers.

1

See Page 128 for images of the processing site and auction.

Exhibition Details

Top Right: Example of an immersive
"truck" where one enters inside.
(BOOK TRUCK,A Day Magazine.)

The mobile exhibition is ideally built within a vehicle, such
as an airstream6 or box truck7, whichever I am able to get
a hold of. The exhibition will move from different locations
depending on demand/need. It may park in Roger Williams
Park one weekend and on Broadway the next. It will exhibit
3 food producers at a time—a produce-focused operation,
an animal based operation, and an ocean based operation
(for example: a vegetable farmer, dairy farm, and fishery).

Bottom Right: The Indie model wedding
bar rental, Hudson Trailor Co. An
Example of a mobile structure that
can be accessed via its exterior. (FOR
SALE | Hudson Trailer Company |
Washingtonville NY.)
6 Airstreams are slightly more playful
and decorastive in nature.
7 Box trucks are simple utilitarian small
trucks, such as Uhaul trucks.

Participants will hear stories, learn facts, and engage with
sensational tactile and sensory objects designed to be
memorable and help describe what it is like to be the producer. These objects are artifacts related to the producer’s
work, as well as designed objects inspired by our conversations (for example: vegetable harvest perfumes, oyster
seedling beds, or a bushel of lambswool). The exhibited
items and experiences are the result of a collaborative design process between myself and the producers. This mobile
agrotourism experience is designed to be a future launchpad for other kinds of public engagement and programming. I could potentially exhibit its contents in public libraries or indoor public gathering spaces, as well as outdoors
via the mobile exhibition. This exhibition ultimately allows
consumers to connect with producers in an alternative manner to typical retail product purchases and tastings. This is
designed to connect consumers to a producer’s process.

Ocean State Food Stories
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Top Right: Featured producer Maggie
LaPrise. (Mulvaney, “Always a White
Christmas.")
Bottom Right: Featured producer Ian
Campbell and his sister, Stesha. Photo
taken by their coworker.
Top Left: Silage from Emma Acres Dairy
Farm.
Bottom Left: Fresh catch on the
Cambell’s ship. Photo taken by the
Campbells.
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Locations

Right: Map of potential exhinition locations in the state.

The exhibition will move throughout the following locations.
Some visits will be weekly—such as regular events and
street corners. Other visits will be monthly or annual visits
depending on the nature of the event or holiday. Similar to
gallery spaces, after about two months the featured producers will change.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roger Williams Park, Providence
Wickenden Street
Street Festivals in Providence, Cranston, and Pawtucket
RI Food Festivals, Providence
Newport Jazz Festival
Federal Hill
Providence Public Libraries
Kennedy Plaza
Broadway
Providence Place Mall
Providence, Cranston, Pawtucket areas
Breweries throughout the state
Churches in Pawtucket, Providence, and Cranston
Dave’s Marketplace in Cranston
Summer food days in public parks
Public parks throughout Cranston, Providence, and
Pawtucket.

Ocean State Food Stories
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One of the site locations, Kennedy
Plaza, in Providence on a crisp fall
day. Kenedy Plaza is a main transit
hub for downtown Providence and
is surrounded by parks, stores, and
municipal buildings.

Ocean State Food Stories
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Daves Marketplace in Cranston,
Rhode Island. Dave’s is a great family
run grocery business which has several stores around the state. Dave’s put
quite a lot of effort into supporting
local food producers, though they do
not label products as local.

Ocean State Food Stories
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Mobile Exhibition Decisions
I ultimately chose to create a mobile exhibition because I
was looking for a simple way to reach a mass amount of
people. I realised that novelty works very well in this regard.
People, especially Rhode Islanders, take pride in the state’s
quirky novel identity. People are innately curious. I decided
to capitalize on this level of curiosity all while using free education too. Education, especially about local food systems
can often be hard to find, inaccessible, or associated with
a certain class of people. I wanted to create a space where
people felt welcome to learn and to be. Welcoming spaces
are so important. I learned this through much of my research regarding food kitchens and day shelters. Creating
and inviting people to a space where you show interest and
care for them is important. You can’t judge people, you just
have to let them be - give them all the information you can
and let them decide what to do with it, if they even want it.
But to deprive people of this content is a major loss for the
state of Rhode Island and the local food system that has
already been built. I believe that improving the state’s educational programing can really benefit the food system and
make it much more resilient - so people know what they are
missing and what to fight for. I do realize that solely focusing on education isn’t the answer, it’s simply what I decided
to focus my small effort into.
I do ultimately believe that local food needs to be better
represented in grocery stores and there needs to be simpler ways for farmers to be able to find stability in selling
their product. That could really be done through more local
- centric affordable coops. There just needs to be some
serious regularity in this. Local food cannot be an exception - it has to be as normal as milk and orange juice in the
70s. Someday we may get there. People will keep buying
bananas in grocery stores dont stop selling bananas. We
need grocery stores that curate thier selections and prioritize local seasonal produce. I see a problem with consumers
purchasing and depending on foriegn foods with too high of
a carbon footprint. Bananas, for example, are consistantly
within the top ten sellers in many of the grocery stores that
I researched (Daves Marketplace, Stop and Shop, Whole
Foods). Consumers will continue to purchase and relay on
bananas if they continue to be available so regularly. We
need stores and institutions to be transparent about their
sourcing, and we need some way to make local food more

Ocean State Food Stories
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accessible to the entire population beyond snap. There’s a
little crisis regarding a farmers living wage and competing
for competitive pricing. It’s a mess, this absolutely contributes to the bougy stigma of farmers markets and local food
being that much more expensive. Food stamps certainly
do help of course - but how can we create a system that
focuses on the local farmer and educates the consumer
on the real cost of food - and perhaps instead of paying
these insane factory farms there could be some kind of
middle ground. Some kind of supplemental system for the
everyman who is not on food stamps. I am unsure. This is
tough and I really don’t have a great answer. I tried to probe
experts in the field through numerous interviews - but realised that I didn’t have the brain power to come up with the
golden egg that will save the state’s access to local food.
That’s literally what all of these policy nonprofits do.
Instead I designed this exhibition. It sounds weak and weak
compared to the above problem, but I promise you it’s not.
It’s been a fun challenge but certainly a challenge, especially with the corona virus. It moves around from place to
place to capitalize on the language of different spaces and
to spread the word. Catching it is in many ways a novel experience. It allows for many people who only have access to
certain bus routes to be able to stumble upon it in their own
neighborhoods. Even if they don’t like it or agree with it, I
want it to be there as an option. Who can hate on a little
museum like that?
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Top Left: An example of Mark Dion's
work which was a big influence on my
project's development. (Dion, Cabinet
of Marine Debris)
Bottom Left: (Dion, The Department of
Tropical Research: Aquatic and Jungle
Field Stations in 2 Parts)
Top Right: D Design Exhibition (8/04/d47
MUSEUM/D&DEPARTMENT PROJECT/d
design travel KOCHI EXHIBITION.)
Bottom Right: The RISD Nature Lab, a library filled with natural specimins for
educational use. “Audobon, Skeleton
Crew.”
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Project Partners
Current Producer Participants
•
•
•
•

Emma Acres Dairy Farm - Exeter, RI
Mooresfield Oyster Farm - Point Judith, RI
Green Leaf Farm - Cranston, RI
Water Ways Farm - Barrington, RI

Institutional Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rhode Island Food Policy Council
Sue AnderBois, The Nature Conservancy (formerly
Director of Food Strategy for the State of Rhode
Island)
RI DEM
Farm Fresh
Aquidneck Community Table
Hope and Main
Rhode Island School of Design
Eating with the Ecosystem

Future Potential Partnerships:
•
•

Rhode Island Environmental Education Association
Providence Community Library Network

I have also been in contact with Daves Marketplace, the
Providence Public Library, the North Kingstown Public Library, and the Young Farmer Network.
All of these organisations strive to create a sustainable
food education system within Rhode Island but many of
their efforts tend to be less successful due to lack of budget, dedicated time, limited audiences, and lack of creative
skill. These people explain that having artists and designers
work to create alternative educational models is key (Lynch,
2020).
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Website

Right: Mooresfield Oster Farm page on
the website. This is an example of one
of many producer profiles.

oceanstatefoodstories.com
Beyond the physical exhibition space, I have built a website
exhibiting collected content from each producer, and from
the project in general. This acts as a tourism archive for
anyone interested in engaging further. I have included podcast-style interviews, photo-journals of the producers’ days,
and further reasons to head to the producers’ farm stands.
This website acts as a digital content exhibition, using the
sensory imagery and audio to give users a sense of place.
The website has become the new anchor for the exhibition
project, as it is a great media platform that allows lots of information to be organised and entirely accessible. Though,
it is important to mension that the creation of an independant website is not the perfect answer to total accessibility,
and that there are certainly other more powerful ways to
gain traction.
I created this public facing website as a direct response to
the stay-at-home Covid regulations. The website enables
me to easily showcase a project plan/proposal, to have
the public access the mapping project, and to help people
interact with both resources and producer information. The
producer component pages are designed to be accessed
in conjunction with the physical FarmBox prototype. This
website will continue to grow and change as I continue to
develop and perfect the project.
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Shot of the website homepage.
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Engagement Through
Street Art
In order to get people interested and excited about the mobile exhibition, I wanted to create a public art project. This
is predominately inspired by easter egg hunts, scavenger
hunts, and Ai Wei Wei’s seed project, Kui Hua Zi . I loved the
idea of having people access handmade illustrative objects
that they can keep. I designed a series of small ceramic icons. These icons are playfully strewn across a public
space in an obvious manner. Pedestrians can look and pick
them up and even take one home if they so wish. I wanted
these to be free and for people to be able to keep these
objects as I believe that a subtle moment of giving is novel
and creates a memorable moment for people. These objects
are icons representing different producer voices in the local
food system. For instance, garden egg represents the number of African immigrant farmers in the greater Providence
region. One can buy garden egg (it’s a vegetable in the
eggplant family) at the Armory market, or anywhere where
African Alliance farmers sell their produce. Once someone
picks up this small ceramic replica, they are directed to
learn more information by going to the exhibition space or
the project website.

Top Right: Examples of ceramic objects.
Garden Egg and a Holstein Cow
Bottom Right, Left Corner: Ai Wei Wei’s
Seed Project in action at the Tate
Modernin London. (Gitner and O’Neill
2020)
Bottom Right, Right Corner: Garden Egg:
“Garden egg is a type of eggplant
that is used as a food crop in several
countries in Africa. It is a small, white
fruit with a teardrop or roundish
shape that is valued for its bitterness.”
(Barros et al. 2020)

This field of small ceramic icons would be exhibited in an
area close to the exhibition vehicle so people are able to
engage on their own time and choose to enter the exhibition
space. It is important that I find creative ways to get people
excited and interested in the exhibition space, especially as
I need to ensure people realize that this space is not a store,
and asks nothing of people but their participation - meaning you don’t have to pay or aren’t expected to buy anything. Having people carry these objects around, having the
ability to keep somewhat of an art piece fosters a memorable moment of curiosity and learning.
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Sketch of ceramic objects arranged so
pedestrians can interact with them.
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Sensory FarmBox

for - amazing weathered nautical objects and oyster shells.
Ian’s box would focus on the history and stories of these
object-artifacts as teachable moments.

After much deliberation I decided to design an “exhibition
in a box,” which I named the Sensory FarmBox. The corona
virus certainly messed with my ability to produce a large
scale exhibition to be tested. As in the world of COVID, my
project could be deadly and have great ethical implications. I sought out to not change my project entirely, but to
create something that could test its potential and live in this
bizarre time. Now more than ever people need to continue
to strengthen connections to the outdoors, the environment,
communities, and local food producers in different and
creative ways. I decided to capitalize on this.
Inspired by both food delivery/activity boxes and libraries,
I thought making an exhibition in a box would be a great
way for people to intimately experience something in their
own home and on their own time. Experiencing information in one’s home environment creates a different kind of
memorable experience and allows people to learn that the
food they cook in their homes and the flora and fauna they
interact with in their regions have immense stories to tell.
I chose to focus on one producer per FarmBox. As I was
prototyping I learned that each producer has such a wealth
of content. Learning something intimately in one’s home is
very different than a public exhibition where people may
pay much less attention to detail. In many ways the box
allows one to really explore the producer and the producer’s
story.
Each FarmBox and producer interaction will be very different as each producer has different materials, stories,
and preferences. Through interacting with a dairy farmer,
Maggie LaPrise, I learned that it was difficult to find objects
to put in the box as Maggie did not have many interesting
small objects to share, so instead we focused on daily rituals. I had multiple conversations with Maggie to understand
what her day and process is like to determine what would
be ideal to exhibit, which was centered around feeding cattle. Alternatively, Ian Campbell, a local oyster farmer and
fisherman, had many interesting objects as that is what the
fishing industry and oyster farming industries are known
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I spent the majority of my semester’s time prototyping with
Maggie, as she was my first producer to agree to the project. Additionally, I had my heart set on working with a dairy
farmer and even considered solely focusing on the decline
of dairy as a thesis topic. The prototype’s components were
inspired by these conversations with Maggie and her sensory daily experiences and rituals.

Sensory FarmBox Information:
Sensory boxes are boxed exhibitions which allow users to
connect to materials and have sensory, interactive experiences - akin to being outdoors or in another physical place.
Sensory boxes are perfect for those who are restricted by
their mobility and cannot travel or experience what they
would one day like to. Sensory boxes act as a way of traveling via experiencing objects and artifacts from that specific
environment. Respect the sensory farmbox as you would an
object from the library or a museum.
“Boxes can be fully purchased or rented through the
Ocean State Food Stories website, the Providence Public
Library Network, Farm Fresh’s8 Market Mobile site, and
WhatsGood9 food delivery app.
Order online and the box will be delivered to you. Pick up
your box at the library. Or, receive boxes accompanied by
a WhatsGood/Farm Fresh Market Mobile food delivery
order.
If you have rented your box, please take care of its contents.
Report any damages on your return slip.
Items highlighted in red can be kept/discarded. These are
replenished every time.

If you have comments or stories that you would
like to share, please participate in our website
map as well as send producers a postcard!”
Sensory FarmBox Guide
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Captions
8
Farm Fresh
and footnotes
is a central nonprofit food
hub which deos a wealth of amazing
work. Farm Fresh manages many of
the state's farmers markets, is vital to
food policy reform, and deos a lot of
work regarding didstribution of locally
produced food to different markets.

9 WhatsGood is a food delivery system
in Southern New England.

Sensory FarmBox prototype contents.
This is specifically the contents of the
Emma Acres FarmBox.
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Opening the FarmBox:
Users either pick up or recieve a delivery of the wooden
farmbox. the box is wooden as its much more durable and
can be reused. Under the lid is a quick set up guide, a grass
from the farm to set the tone, and a mat for the exhibition.
After removing these objects, below is a neatly displayed
collection of objects - which are the main exhibition componants.
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Exhibited Content:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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An extensive guide book which is connected to the
greater project website which features with a podcast style interview with Maggie, videos, sound clips,
and more information.
Placemat for activity
Glass jars filled with food and land material (hay,
silage, calf feed, sod, Exeter soil, and wool)
Hand made perfume designed to smell like the property.
Ceramic and metal playful object-replicas which
represent moments and objects from the farm.
Postcard addressed to Maggie
Logbook for the user to respond.
Native wildflower Seeds from local favorite varietals.
Free coupons for milk, cheese, and butter as well as
a favorite recipe using the producer’s product
“A Day Out in Exeter” guide
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FarmBox Objects

SPRING 2020

Guide
I wrote a short informative book which guides users through
these designed experiences and weaves in varying images
as well as facts about the farm and industry. The booklet
is color coded so each individual component can easily
be identified with the section of information. The book is
also connected to the website, so users are able to listen
to sound clips and watch videos while interacting with the
objects. Lastly, housed within the book are free product
coupons, recipe cards, and playful ways to engage with
recycled product packaging. Additionally, the book houses
a log where users can leave their thoughts and questions
about the exhibition.
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SENSORY FARMBOX
EMMA ACRES DAIRY FARM
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Mat

Bottom Left: Snap shot of Emma Acres on
Google Maps.

Each box has a mat which, similar to a gameboard, creates
a mindful environment where consumers are able to focus
their attention on the experience. I knitted and sewed the
mat prototype with readily available and handmade textiles, as well as vegetable dyes. When I had to outsource a
material, I ensured the material came from a local farmer or
distribution center which collects local farm artifact material (ie: local wool purchased at a carding mill). The mat’s
organic form promotes creative activity. The typography of
the mat is inspired by textures from the individual producer
sites, as well as their satellite google map location images.
I wanted the mat to feel like a slice of a space, a slice of a
map. I wanted people to feel like they were in Rhode Island
—with both sea and farmland juxtaposed in one space.
The process of building the mat was arduous, as felting and
knitting are time consuming activities. The results are both
calculated and a little unknown, as felting and dyeing are
quite experimental and knitting can be hard to control. Additionally, the materials used to build this textile mimic the
efforts of producers, in terms of their dedicated time, effort
and energy.
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Bottom Right: Snap shot of a piece of
Point Judith on Google Maps.
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Jars

Bottom Images include the following
specemins:

The WECK jars with handmade ceramic lids hold varying
objects and material samples from the farm—much of that
being food related. The jars are designed to house these
objects and preserve their unique smells. The lids are handmade ceramic ambient textures inspired by farmland, site
details, and knobby cattle. I also made individual tools
which were inspired by industrial pipes and fencing. This
juxtaposition of warm lively organic textures mixed with
cold metal was all over the farmland, so I thought it to be
appropriate to include this juxtaposition in the ceramic objects. Clay is an important material to the project. Though
it is very delicate, it’s a material which can be easily mass
produced through slip casting methods. Additionally, I have
learned that although RI has little clay content in its soil, I
can still embed soil into the clay and glazes. I also believe
in changing the pedestal power of semi precious objects.
Thus, including handmade pieces of art in a public fixture
felt important. In the case that these pieces break too frequently, there are certainly other ways to build objects that
are more resilient and friendlier to children, such as wood,
stone, metal, rubber, or plastic. Some of these aforementioned materials are harder to access and tougher on the
environment. Additionally, through the process of production, it’s easy to lose marks of the artist’s hands. Clay
celebrates the handmade and the maker. There are many
ceramicists here in Rhode Island, and perhaps in the future,
different ceramicists can create the objects, so the dialogue
and community of makers can continue to grow.
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Silage: TMR fermented mixture of hay,
corn silage, grain, and minerals. this is
fed to adult cattle.
Hay: "first cutting" hay
Calf Feed: Sweeter so calves will eat it!
Exeter Soil: Taken from the farm.
Exeter Sod: Gifted from Sodco.
Wool: Purchased from Little Falls Farm
in Exeter. This represents the surface
texture of cattle, however I plan to
produce a better representation.
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Top Left: A ceramic tool designed to help
users interact with the material in a
playful manner.
Bottom Left: Delicate ceramic componants are packed in a wool felt/
yarn from local sheep. Each item has
a label that corresponds to a section
of the book.
Top Right: Close up of butter and butter
knife. This is a small prop meant to
help visualize the decline of dairy in
RI. The butter is 1 Tbsp which is the
average serving size of butter. The
knife actually represents the serving
size of butter if its portion shrunk to
the amount of dairy farms that currently exist in the state, compared to
40 years ago. The knife if functional,
though it deosnt capture much butter.
Bottom Right: Tools with their labels.
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Perfume:
In addition to artifacts from the space, I also produced
a perfume which is designed to smell like the property. I
mixed cattle feed with dirt, fresh cut grass, and evergreen
needles to create the smell of fresh dairy farm air. The
perfume is designed to familiarize people with the property
through smell and to create a memorable experience. The
perfume is intended to be sprayed onto a handmade ceramic icon which will hold the scent for years to come. Each
Sensory FarmBox has a different ceramic icon as well as a
different perfume.

“There’s a big disconnect between
consumers and farmers! I want people to
know that I am a real human, not some
machine in the midwest."
Maggie LaPrise, Interview

Top Left: A populated post card which
users can send to the farmers featured in the FarmBox. This is an oppertunity for users to directly interact
with and respond to the producer.
Bottom Right: A repurposed Rhody
Fresh Half and Half carton which was
turned into a planter. Users can keep
the planter as well as the seeds and
soil. Users are encouraged to plant
the seeds using the Exeter soil in the
planter. The seeds are native wildflower seeds, as those are Maggie's
favorite and she plans to grow and
sell wildflowers on the farm property
within the next year. The planter is
decorated with a handmade paper
made of debris from a community
farm in Cranston.
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“We have a lot of scoops. You don’t want
to be moving scoop from pasture to
pasture when we’re feeding. We need a
lot of different scoops for all the different
pastures. They come in all different sizes.
There’s like five and 10 pound scoops.
They can either be plastic or metal. You
scoop out the grains it’s like a measuring
thing. usually use five pound scoops. And
for like the dry cow barn, I’ll use like
a 10 pound scoop just because there’s
four cows and it’s easier to feed a larger
quantity."
Maggie LaPrise, Interview
The scoop is an example of a playful replica of a real artifact.
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Wool
Seaweed
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Wool is my absolute favorite
thing. I have so many scarves
and sweaters, some of which I
made myself. This past 6 months
has ultimately been about wool
somehow. Learning how to
machine knit and hand knit and
how to judge the fibers, dye
them, felt them… there’s so much
potential. I fear I’ve become one
of those fiber arts ladies, but I
am totally convinced. It’s just
incredible how it’s grown from
an animal fostered by one’s
land and community—wool
is an entirely usable material
directly grown from ideally
one’s bioregion. And it can be
produced from a great variety of
creatures—hell I once purchased
90

91

a skein of wolf hair from a woman in New Mexico. The
wool network here in Rhode Island isn’t as strong as middle America and the west, but it lives. It lives beyond the
quaint seaside knitting shops and aisle ways of Michaels.
It’s deep and hard to find unless you talk to the right person
or stumble upon a website. But once you find the obscure
subterranean wool scene it’s gold. There are so many little
sheep farms in the state where farmers raise their sheep
for meat and, as a direct result, have to process the wool.
Some farmers spin themselves and produce beautiful skeins
of yarn—from colors of corn to elderberry to coffee. Others
create earnest materials and keep their yarns true to color—“red” is brown and then white is cream but also White
is gray and black is a darker gray. I love the vastness in texture and weight, I love the comfort and the story. I love and
hate how forgotten and small the local wool industry seems.
It could really use a leg up. I wonder about these side of the
road backyard sheep farmers and if it’s worth it.
One day I ventured out to my friend’s dairy farm stand.
There I met a sheep farmer who had lots of wool and not
much to do with it. So naturally, I pounced on the opportunity. About a month and many painful contact attempts later I was on my way to Exeter—about to pick up
a bushel of wool for myself. It was a wonderful day. I met
the farmer Sarah and her partner and they showed me
around. There were loads of sheep and particularly lambs
as it was lambing season. All the lambs were so young and
fresh. Sarah explained her livelihood and daily rhythm to
me as we passed through barn space to space—becoming
fast friends. All of the sheep and lambs are either raised
for breeding or for meat. I meet little tiny lambs that are a
few days old and very loud. I meet a massive sheep named
Ellen who is so perfectly named. Man if I had a sheep farm
I’d have so much fun with the names. Most of these sheep
are raised for consumption. Sarah and her partner are full
time vets who happen to have this fabulous operation on
the side—but they explain they have 2 full time jobs and the
work is no joke, but so rewarding. They lament about their
goals to move west, to a place like Ohio where they would
find more acceptance and success as sheep farmers. Here
is tough no doubt.

After our tour - she brings me to the bushel of wool - it’s
immense and dark and curly and smelly. It’s all things I
would have dreamed of and more. It came from a rare black
breeding sheep, a Border Luster, named Julian who is now
living in Wisconsin. I thank Julian for his wool and thank
Sarah and everyone for their company and hospitality including Sarah’s extended family who had been watching
the interaction the entire time. It felt so intimate. So I left
with this big 4 pound bag of wool. So much potential and
no clue what to do. There’s so much slang, lingo to learn.
The lone carding mill says it will take 3 months until they
can process. So I wait and scheme all the other ways to
capitalise on its wealth.

Ellen the sheep at Little Falls Farm in
Exeter, RI.

Sheep and lambs at Little Falls Farm. The
lambs are very newly born, and are les
than two weeks old.
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Mapping Project
Food experiences are unique, intimate, and vast. I wanted
to create a platform where exhibition go-ers can contribute
their own stories and personal anecdotes - in part to show
producers, to encourage continued communal involvement,
and to increase research capabilities built by organisations
such as Farm Fresh. Creating an ever-changing map will allow researchers to collect a vast amount of stories, all data
to allow the state to understand people’s experiences. These
moments encourage consumers to become conscious and
excited by their own participation, as well as have a voice in
the food system and its changes.
The map project was first and foremost inspired by a piece
of research I had done - it was a poster that I made where
I both wanted to test how people respond to changes in
public fixtures in different public spaces, as well how people
build on top of one another’s answers - how people influence one another. I placed 11 posters in varying locations
(mainly in Providence with a few in other towns. The posters
in very urban spaces such as the Kennedy Plaza bus stop
were not as successful. People seemed weary of the poster
and its attached pen was taken quickly. More affluent or
smaller city hubs such as Hope Street or Wickenden street
were quite successful. Lastly, small town main streets like
Wickford or East Greenwich were the most successful. Each
place had its own degree of answers - some which focused
on local restaurant staples and food genres (Franks Hot
Weiners or Indian food for instance) while others were focused on natural landmarks such as Roger Williams Park or
Narragansett beach.
Additionally, as I was researching and looking for participants for my many research stints (surveys, etc) I started
to look to facebook groups. One day I asked a group what
their favorite nostalgic Rhode Island smell was - the answers were wonderful and diverse. I loved the way people
interact through these forum type groups - where strangers
are able to build on common ground with one another.

tion, even in something as quiet as this, can be wonderful.
With that in mind, I decided to create a participatory mapping project. Here I have gathered many different local food
stories. I originally wanted to collect responses by placing it
in local libraries and in my final thesis exhibition show. After
COVID 19 hit, I decided to gather its content through online
questionnaires. The interaction was not as I had intended,
though the results were still very interesting. I thought this
map would be a great way to gather and visualize data
moving forward.
This map is ultimately designed to be attached to the exhibition - wherever it lives in whatever form - so people who
access the space can write and attach their own stories. In
addition to stories, I have been asking people other details
about their relationship to local food. These stories currently live on the project website, though ideally they would be
physically accessible in the exhibition space, especially because people are then able to see one another participate
and continue to do so. This was a big lesson with the posters - the more answers there were the more people would
keep writing!

Map Materials
The map was made with as many locally grown and produced textiles as possible. The base of the state and the
base of the map is made of regional wool felt. Within the
map are also embedded natural artifacts such as shells and
grasses, as well as hand dyed material (using vegetable
dyes). My favorite component of the map is a piece of fishing net from Ian Cambell, one of the producers I have been
working with. I have decided to continue to populate the
map and attach artifacts from exhibition producers to its
border. Multiple other textile components were either hand
knit or hand felted by me.

I loved how people started to communicate and correct
each other. This reminded me that the power of collabora-
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Bottom Left: Poster in East Greenwich,
RI.
Top Left: Poster infront of Tortilla Flats on
Hope Street in Providence.
Right: Poster in Wickford Villiage next to
the village parking lot.

Image captions or footnotes would go here
in the margin.
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Capitol City: Orange Knit Swatch

14 Ceramic pieces are temporary
markers for both the blue felt and the
wampum.

Featured Producers: Purple Knit Swatch

15 Ceramic pieces are temporary
markers for both the blue felt and the
wampum.

Public Stories: Green Felt Swatch
Cited Locations of Food Access: Leather
Swatch
Cited Natural Spaces: Blue Felt Swatch14
Cited Educational Spaces: Wampum
Swatch15
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“When we moved here to Westport, we found that the town is famous for its turnip. The Macomber
Turnip is mild but flavorful with
no bitterness. Our local school is
named after it. It was famous in
the 1800’s and early 1900’s when
refrigeration was limited and turnips were a staple in the US. This
variety was considered the best.
They were shipped across the
US. So we became turnip eaters,
bought local cookbooks on turnip recipes and sent them out as
Thanksgiving and Christmas gifts
to our friends and family outside
the area. By immersing ourselves
in our community and eating local
food we edited our diet and preferences to adapt.”
—Anonomous

“My friend near Providence College had a neighbor who completely neglected the apple tree
on their front lawn. I picked apples
from the ground and found them
to have pink flesh! They seemed a
cooking varietal, and I made pink
applesauce with Japanese golden
sweet potato pancakes, which I
served to my delighted 4-year-old
child.”
—Anonomous

“The first time I went clamming
was last year. We collected the
clams, returned to the house, and
made multiple massive vats of
clam chowder that we shared with
our families for quite some time.
I’ve gardened and farmed and
fished plenty in my life, but something about the experience was
especially gratifying!”
—Anonomous
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“I am friendly with a local chef
and restaurateur who hunts and
fishes regularly, the product of
which often lands on the menu
at his restaurants. While recovering from cancer, he offered
me fresh venison. This was right
around new years and we went to
the Cape with friends for a winter getaway for that holiday. I took
the venison and prepared venison
bourgignon which was sublime.”

“Eating fish caught on our boat
from Buzzards Bay”

—Anonymous

—Anonomous
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“I had been craving a Good Stuffed
Quahog. I saw that they were going to be selling them at the Wintertime Farmers Market so we
went to get them. I was so excited
because at the same time, I had
run-out of my Rhed’s Sauce and
they had a special. So I was killing
2 birds with one stone, so to speak.
I was in heaven.”
—Anonomous

“Ye Olde Fish and Chips, Woonsocket RI with my Grandpas.”
—Anonomous
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Placeholder for map image. This is
a crackling fire at Osemaquin Farm
photographed in December. I imagine
the map project being somewhat similar to that of a circular conversation
around a fire.
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Clay
Seaweed

Thesis Title

One day I decided to devote
my weekend to traditional
crafts. I decided to make dyes
from vegetables, paper from
farm waste, and clay from
my backyard. This was a
great weekend. I scavenged
for supplies from my parents’
basement storage, as well as the
salvation army. Though each
craft was specifically interesting—
the clay was the most foreign. I
watched so many YouTube videos
about how to extract clay from
the ground. So many people are
stating that it’s ridiculously easy.
You dig a hole get some dirt, sift
it and you’re done. That’s it. And
you can give it to your kids and
they’ll be happy for 15 minutes.
112

Well I was convinced, so I did the same but alone. I grabbed
my dad’s rusty shovel and dug a deep hole in my childhood
yard. This brought me back to simpler times when I was fascinated by small bits and pieces of the outside world, like
ants. Now I’ve got so much to worry about, that this activity
that made me focus on digging a hole—was absolute gold.
I studied the dirt, looking at rocks and soil variation—thinking there’s gotta be clay in here somewhere. Well I grabbed
a lot of dirt and hours of filtering later—there wasn’t. No
clay. No clay at all. Much to my dismay Rhode Island has
very little to no clay in its soil. After all of that—There was
nothing. I didn’t research this ahead of time—it didn’t even
occur to me that there might not be clay. Well now I know
how to perform a soil test and whenever I find myself in a
clay rich zone I will know exactly what to do. But the moral
of this little story is that no matter what there just might
never be clay. You might just end up with a beautiful, filtered ball of dirt. And it’s beautiful and it was so clean after
I had filtered it so many times.
That weekend I drank with a veggie farmer I met the week
before. I was interviewing him for my ongoing project. And
of course I asked about the soil and of course he said—
there’s no clay in this soil. Just loads and loads of rocks.
Through my research I did learn that there are two places
in the state with greater clay content—clay deposits. One
is Clayhead on Block Island. After multiple emails I learned
that it’s very much so frowned upon if you go and collect
clay there. The second is a pond—Brick Pond in Barrington.
The pond actually housed a brick manufacturer many years
ago. The factory extracted so much clay and produced so
much brick, that the lake’s clay content was diminished.
Though, to this day, it is still legal to dig clay near the pond.
So naturally, because I had spent so much time and energy
trying to make clay before, I grabbed two friends and drove
them to barrington late at night. We went to collect seawater for someone else’s project. It was wonderful. We were
freezing and so excited to be with each other trespassing on
a closed beach property, gathering seawater and seaweed.
Well of course I dragged them to the pond.

It wasn’t as wonderful and romantic as I had imagined, as
the beach was. We spent a long time trying to locate the
pond and access it - as it was blocked by an army of stupid
quaint suburban homes. Eventually we found a high school
with an attached park that had pond access. So we drove
to this high school, and sat in the parking lot - my friends
wondering why they were here - why this mattered. I had
no tools. It was really late. And I was obsessed.
And it didn’t matter. And we went home. No more Rhode
Island Clay for me. It’s not a sustainable resource, I am
projecting my own design material saga, like the fancy
Dutch kids.

1 Clayhead on Block Island. (Beauregard 2020)
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well as many nonprofits and organisations all working on
very specific sections of the food system. Rhode Island has
many young farmers per capita compared to other states.
However, it has the highest costing farmland in the country and because it's so densely populated there isn't really
anywhere for farmers to expand, even if they are encouraged to. Ultimately, Rhode Island is riddled with immense
resources and immense problems.

Why Rhode Island?
Beyond my origin story, I chose Rhode Island because
it's both a wonderful and fascinating place. I believe it's
important when doing any kind of environmental work to
examine where you live - your community. Specifically, to
study the socioeconomic disparities, the folks who make
your food,as well as the history of your city, the superfund
sites and shifting industrial wastelands. . Is in these stories
and places where you really SHOULD see and learn true
environmental impact. It's here in fuzzy middle class america - where I see problems. I see naive folks who are angry if
god forbid their local grocery store runs out of bananas let
a lone quaker oatmeal cereal. I see people complain immensely about the lack of creature comforts they may think
they don't have, all while stepping over or passing by a
homeless man in the rows of downtown Providence. There's
a problem here regarding people’s perception and understanding of community, there's a problem with the mythologies people create and convince themselves of, there's a
problem with the bubbles.
I believe that Rhode Island is an interesting place because
it's such a small state with so much history regarding food
- and it's a quirky place too. It banks on weird charm compared to other places. But it's failing in many ways. Rhode
Island’s size aids in the state’s identity. Many small local
businesses capitalize on the quirky Rhode Island brand, as
it's much easier to envision compared to larger states. In
addition, Rhode Island’s size helped my ability to learn the
complexities of the food system here. In larger states such
as Oregon that would be much more challenging. Regardless of the size of the state, I still found it challenging to fully
digest and summarize every small movement and business,
as the amount of local food system work happening here is
vast. Rhode island is a stepping stone to larger conversations about food systems and alternative infrastructures.
It's also a great place to create a case study, as the state
is so small, the impact can be fairly measurable. There are
quite a few different food justice efforts happening here, as
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location and doing fly on the wall research or meeting with
someone and having an interview. I have always learned this
way, perhaps it’s the ADHD but I find experiencing something first hand or meeting with someone with first hand
stories is the most compelling and rewarding mode of research. This also allowed me to get a greater sense of place
and understanding of what is really happening in specific
communities. Lastly, I have made many connections which
are extremely valuable and at times fragile. These connections were very important to the success of my project.
Nothing beats the real world experience. So make that clay
and cast that carrot in glass if you can.
Access: Lastly, one of my biggest and newfound design
principles is to listen entirely to what people and communities want. I realize I cannot prescribe my own ideas on
someone as a designer, unless my project is very artistic
or speculative. I believe that designers need to be patient,
holistic, and good listeners. I believe designers cannot learn
everything from behind a laptop no matter how scary that
sounds. Designers must ask what communities want and
need. THis is a major principle and one that can be especially challenging to follow, as we all have strict deadlines
and at times no patience or social skills. However, in order
to really care - to really help powerdinamics and listen to
communities - deciding who stakeholders are within your
project and listening to them is most important. I did not
always follow this principle, in fact sometimes it is a thorn
in my side but it is important. As a designer it’s extremely
important.
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Captions and footnotes

Research Locations and Participants
Agrotourism:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hopes Harvest Gleanings on multiple farms
Osamequin Farm
Matunuck Oyster Farm
The Farmers Daughter
Emma Acres
Little River Farm
Little Falls Farm
Sodco
Turf Inc
Verde Vineyard
Tilted Barn Brewery
Water Ways Farm

Seafood
•
•
•
•

Tony’s Seafood
Eating with the Ecosystem
Point Judith
New Bedford Seafood Auction/processing center

Food Insecurity
•
•
•
•
•
•

RI Food Bank
St Stephen’s Church
Hope’s Harvest
Good Neighbor
Amos House
McCauley House

Farm Fresh Markets:
•
•
•
•

Farm Fresh
Pawtucket Wintertime Farmers Market
Armory Park
Hope Street Market

Other Markets:
•
•
•
•

Aquidneck Community Market
Casey Farm,
Goddard Park
Hope and Main
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Indigenous Businessess
•
•

Tomaquag Museum
the Purple Shell

Events
•
•
•

Young Farmer Network storytelling events
Land Access mixers
URI Food Summit

Municipal Institutions/Organisations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garden Time
RISD Dining
Tarshire Battle, DOC
URI Feinstein Center for a Hunger Free America
Health Equity Zones
Sue AnderBios, RI Food Director
Food Solutions New England
Rhode Island Food Policy Council
Community Farms
BAMI farm
Snake Den
African Alliance
SouthSide Community Land Trust
Garden of Happiness

Grocery Stores
•
•
•
•
•

Stop and Shop
Daves Marketplace
Whole Foods (and other similar grocery stores)
Specialty markets: Federal Hill, Gardner’s Wharf,
Johnsons Family Farm Stand
Urban Greens
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Volunteers picking corn for Hopes
Harvest.
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Processing site next to the famous
New Beford Seafood Auction.
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Community wreathing at Osamequin
Farm.
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The largest indoor farmers market is
the Wintertime Market in Pawtucket.
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Seagulls
Seaweed

& Skate
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After that fateful day when my
class learned that school was
ending, that we had to pack up
our things and leave, well I was
pretty torn up. At the time this
had felt like such a devastating
loss—to lose access to my
school, my shops, my materials,
and most importantly—my
community. It was too real and
bizarre. Our days were so long
and charged that following
weekend. We were shopping for
groceries, helping each other
move out, having our last meal as
a cohort. We were so worried that
we would never see each other
again. It was pretty devastating,
but we all knew that no one
would understand our
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pain compared to the world’s pain. Our pain was real but
trivial compared to rising death tolls and mass economic
loss.
After the news broke out and I had a few days to gather my
thoughts and digest. I decided to head to Point Judith to do
some recordings. Because school was closing and all that
we had known regarding thesis projects was ending and
changing and felt so trivial, I distracted myself by trying to
get as much out of the school in the last hours as I possibly
could. I had my ceramic friend fire a few things for me. I
used the knitting machines to make a big ambient blue
blanket. And lastly, I borrowed a recorder from media resources. I wanted to record ambient sounds from farmland
to clanking docks. And so I did.
I sneakily grabbed my pal Irina and drove from Providence
to Point Judith, which felt like miles and miles away for a
Rhode Islander. We drove to the docks of Point Judith and
the lighthouse which was windy and cold and crashing.
The docks were quiet but not still. There were a few workers
organizing the next ferry ride, but aside from that it was
quite easy to trespass onto the maze of docks and boats.
Seagulls, clanking metal, and thuds of thick rope were the
only soundscape. Though there were really no fishermen,
the docks felt as busy as usual. The seagulls had taken over.
Irina and I quietly explored through our lenses and recorders—snapping photos of scapes and dramatic textures and
typography.
By the docks were barrels and barrels of dead skate. Probably hundreds of fish, freshly caught but absolutely almost
rotting. The fishermen were nowhere but their catch was
as fresh as ever. Though the reasoning was a little unclear
to an urban tourist, I believe the skate was to be used as
bait—though I had to wonder what would happen to all of
this skate.
If you’ve ever seen the underbelly of skate you’d know they
are quite personable. Quite charming. Their mouths look
almost human. They have cheerful smiles and real lips. But
they were so dead. White and fleshy and still. Fodder for
seagulls.
Not to be dramatic but I felt them, I felt like them. Slightly confused and abandoned with a future unknown. I will
forever cherish this day and this moment. For a quick 15
minutes I became so caught up by the experience of trespassing onto boats and docks, that I felt normal again.
Which is all I want.

“We need to face the challege of having to
change the story, change the dialogue in
our whole region that understands that
achieving a stronger food system and
producing more food and buying more
food locally, and more people having
enough to eat is good, but if we havnt also
brought in the democratic empowerment,
racial justice, and equity, trusts, and
ecological and economic sustainabilityof
those systems; we still have failed.
So we need production, but not without
values and we cant just work on values and
racial equity all dsay without forwarding
production. So I’d say that one of our
biggest challenges is changing the frame,
changing the dialogue or the dominant
narritive. For most policymakers, food
deosnt even make their top 5 list of most
important issues that they need to face
or respond to their constituents about.
So thats pasrt of it. I’d say the second
big category of challege has to do with
the pivitol decade ahead and the urgency
of our time, as people acknowledge
- wether they acknowlege it or not.
Whats happening with climate chaos,
andeconomic and political volitility, which
I would argue are all related. ”
Lisa Fernandes, Interview
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Behavioral Goals and
Public Impact
Introduction
My original motivation was to increase public exposure and
interaction with local terroir, which I defined as a combination of knowledge of local food production and community
access. I truly believe that having access and knowledge
of one’s environment can be found through learning about
native food-ways and local food production, specifically
learning from farmers and fisherman about how their livelihood is intertwined and entirely affected by the environment - by the specific characteristics of the bioregion. After
learning the complexities of green gentrification and who
typically has access to these green initiatives, it became
clear that my thesis had to take a turn - and become an
accessible public education project, as I am wary of both
consumer’s knowledge of local food systems and ability
to even access these areas. Many Rhode Islanders do not
consume seafood because it is so expensive, however its
bizarre to live in the Ocean State and for residents to have
never consumed seafood, even though the state prides itself
in its natural resources.

audiences who do not frequently attend farmers markets
and shop at average grocery stores. Though people who
do attend farmers markets may not actually learn enough
from the market (topics such as lack of farmland or the
decline of dairy for instance). My intention is that everyone
will learn something through my experiences, as much of
the content that I am sharing is lesser known unless one is
very familiar with the specific farming and fishing communities.

Goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve local food systems
Aid in the conversation of the importance that everyone has access to healthy, local food.
Put local food on the forefront of people’s minds
Aid in government and nonprofit marketing efforts
Aid in food system education
Increase a sense of community and connection to
one’s natural environment
Provide an alternative platform for farmers to share
their livelihood.

Ultimately, my goal is to create an experience that is interesting and novel enough that people who stumble upon it
can retain some level of information - hopefully enough to
remember the dairy farmer’s problems and the fisherman's
experiences.

The User
Aside from the producers, the users of these experiences are
the general public, meaning anyone who passes by. This
project is intended to capture the attention of different demographics. The main commonality amongst these people
is their lack of knowledge of the local food system, which is
frankly much of the Rhode Island population. I am targeting
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The Importance of the Preservation of
Local Food Systems
Through the globalization of our food system, we are now
living in a time where food is diversely sourced, where
regulations are sneaky and embedded in corporate greed,
and where affordable food can be artificial and lacking in
nutrition. Global food trends have caused a hypocritical
moment in human consumption history where people are
consuming food that is both harmful to the environment
and people farming. Farmers who produce food locally in
the United States are unable to make a living wage and are
thus forced to charge higher prices for their product compared to factory farmed goods. Drinking coffee from Ecuador and eating quinoa from Peru or bananas from Mexico
are embedded in our daily consumption trends. These
trends run so deep that it's difficult to fathom extraction or
adjustment of life and of culture. I believe a globalized food
system has eroded one’s sense of place and environmental
belonging.
It is here where the rise of the local movement lives in
opposition. The local movement thrives off of supporting
producers of local agriculture as a means of trusting one’s
food, reducing environmental impact, and supporting an
alternative sustainable community.
In general, purchasing from and supporting local producers has lasting personal and economic effects. A resilient
local food economy helps keep local economies thriving
and dollars in the pockets of the community. Additionally,
supporting local food infrustructures helps to keep communities' food supplies stable in dire times, such as a pandemic. Resilient local food production also helps preserve land
and the climate, as it minimises greenhouse gas emissions
spent through complicated means of distribution, as well
as the complicated ills of mass factory farming. Most farms
in Rhode Island are very small in scale, and thus support
biodiversity. If Rhode Island was to grow the majority of its
food supply within the state’s parameters, it would need
more farms and larger scale farms, however these would
certainly not compare to the mass mono-culture which
exists in places such as the midwest.
Beyond its economic impacts, the consumption of local
food can be much healthier for the consumer, and the
quality fresher (Brain, 2020). Grocery stores are stocked
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with food with varying levels of hormones and preservatives which are all designed as the result of a complicated
distribution network, ensuring that greens from California
can survive weeks before being consumed in Rhode Island.
Most often food grown and produced locally and consumed
locally follow the bioregion and aids in biodiversity, which
is healthier for the planet and both fresher and tastier for
the consumer. "The costs of providing healthier food can be
far less expensive than the health care costs of disabilities
associated with poor dietary practices (Rao et al. 2013, US
Burden of Disease Collaborators 2013)" (A New England
Food Vision, Food Solutions New England). Beyond its
health benefits connecting, consuming, and learning about
local food helps the preservation of a region's heritage and
helps the user gain a greater sense of place and of community. Though the benefits are quite endless, and all of
this may sound very logical and simple, current agricultural
trends as well as national, and global food systems make
the support of a local infrastructure complicated to carry
through and expensive to untangle from these other systems. Much of this is regarding accessibility and competition.

Access to Healthy, Local Food
Access to healthy local food is difficult for many for an
abundance of reasons. To really understand and dissect
lack of access to healthy local food, one must understand
the history of agriculture within the United States. Much of
our food is grown in mass quantities by factory farms which
are owned by a handful of powerful businesses. The foods
produced by these factory farms are then sold in privately
owned grocery stores and institutions, which cater to particular audiences. Lower income neighborhoods have a lack
of access to fresh food and their food supply comes from
inexpensive outlets which sell foods that are not fresh and
can be high in preservatives, hormones, etc. The US government has a program which provides food stamps to those
who qualify. However, the amount given is not enough to
sustain many families.
Due to high price points, organic and local foods are much
harder to get a hold of and can frequently be only available
Behavioral Goals
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in certain neighborhoods. Local food is often sold in stores
with artisanal products and have an associated stigma as a
result of being associated with wealthier audiences. Growing food in New England is very expensive as land is scarce
amongst other added costs. Local food producers who one
typically sees at farmers markets have prices that are more
transparent and set to actually benefit the farmer. Whereas the prices of cheaper foods available in less expensive
food outlets sell food that has been produced in ways that
reduce the price, though farmers struggle to make a living
wage meeting these costs.
Because healthier food is so much more expensive, many
poorer communities and racial minorities are structurally
unable to access local food and seafood, which is a big
part of Rhode Island’s identity. (Clement, 2020) This is particularly disheartening, as many of these minorities, including Black communities, have essentially built the foundation
of our current agricultural system. To deprive communities
of access to healthy affordable food is an injustice that
needs to be solved.
Typical places to purchase food such as the grocery store
and corner store are privately owned and have the choice
to source locally produced foods, though many do not
(such as Walmart or Stop and Shop). If stores do, there are
no labeling regulations so consumers either have no idea
if an item is local or not. Some businesses take advantage
of a product’s local status and use it as a marketing tool,
such as Whole Foods. Whole Foods, or “whole paycheck”
(Washington, 2019) has absolutely cemented local food’s
reputation of being expensive and upper class. In contrast,
dollar stores and convenience stores are popular grocery
shopping destinations for low income Providence region
shoppers. The stores target lower income audiences, which
is why there are many more dollar stores in low income
neighborhoods. These stores also sell inexpensive and unhealthy foods. If growing and consuming food locally has
greater benefits to our planet, economy, and community,
there must be a more sustainable way to provide everyone
access to local foods and be able to give farmers a living
wage. Farmers markets and community gardens aid in this
goal. Community gardens help provide access to farmland
so people can grow their own food, allowing people to take
back their right to local food through this grassroots activity. However, after conversing with Sam Cook of Southside
Community Land Trust (Cook, 2019), I learned that some
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minority communities have easier relationships to agriculture than others. Sam, who is a lead farmer and organiser
at SSCLT, explained that he sees this with young volunteers
and the attitudes of their parents who disapprove of their
children farming because of deep cultural trauma. SSCLT
"owns or support nearly 60 community gardens and farms
in Providence, Pawtucket & Central Falls, RI." (SouthSide
Community Land Trust, 2019)

Below: Samuel Howard of the RI Food
Bank showing a map of all of the
distribution cites that the Food Bank
serves. These are shelters, food
pantries, soup kitchens, and other
community programs. The number on
the apple corresponds to the number
of sites in the represented area. Providence has 55 sites.

All images are off different community gardens operated by South Side
Community Land Trust. These farms
are in Providence, Pawtucket, and
Central Falls.
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“The structural determinants of race,
wealth and demographics are core
drivers of an inequitable food system
that places cheap, subsidized food in
poor neighborhoods that are reliant on a
charity model of soup kitchens and food
pantries. In the United States, we produce
enough food for the entire population
yet thousands suffer from hunger. An
equitable food system must be based on
availability, accessibility, affordability,
and accountability.
Karen Washington, Farmer, Activist, and co-owner of Rise and Roots Farm in Chester,
New York.

“If food is an essential human right, it
must be:
Available
Accessible
Affordable
Accountable
Acceptable
Autonomous”

Left: Karen Washington (“Karen Washington — Rise & Root Farm” 2020)

Conference, The Future of Food at RISD
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Farmers Markets are a promising access point, as they are
a simple way to directly connect consumers and producers
and can be great centers for community engagement and
education. Market organisers place markets strategically in
densely populated low income areas to maximise exposure,
however this act can both gentrify a neighborhood and
alienate its residents, who do not attend farmers markets
for reasons due to cost and stigma (Ellis, 2020). Farm Fresh,
a RI farmers market organization, has tried multiple attempts to engage with diverse audiences through featuring
farmers from different communities, as well as implementing a program which doubles one’s food stamp money if
used at a market. Despite all of these efforts, farmers markets, the token location to access local food, is not working.
Additionally, local food often comes unprepared and
requires education and preparation. For those with little
time, trying to figure out how to cook skate is not sensible.
The Food Bank, farmers markets, and other organisations
create events centered around cooking demos and hand
out pamphlets helping people learn about local foods and
how to prepare them. However, people are now prioritising
convenience over educational process.

10 (A New England Food Vision, Food
Solutions New England)
Right: Armory Park Farmers Market in
the fall.

Food security—access by all people at all times to enough
food for an active, healthy life—is worsening in New England, according to official estimates by the US Department
of Agriculture (USDA) (Coleman-Jensen et al. 2013) (see
Figure 5).
Today’s food system does not feed everyone adequately.
With rising rates of income inequality (Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities 2013), persistent race inequality (Powell 2012), and wage stagnation (Economic Policy Institute
2012), more and more people cannot have their food needs
met by a system that is accessible only to those with stable
income and good health. Even today, with food plentiful
and inexpensive, we see the paradox of overconsumption of
low-nutrient empty calories in the midst of unprecedented
food insecurity rates (Krebs- Smith et al. 2010). Without
dramatic changes in policy to ensure that everyone has
access to food, what will happen in a future where food is
more expensive? Even if the percentage of the population
that is lacking adequate food drops to prerecession levels,
nearly 1.3 million New Englanders will still do without sufficient food (Coleman- Jensen et al. 2013, US Census Bureau
2010)." 10

Those who do have the financial means to shop at Whole
Foods still struggle to access local foods, as they are only
available in certain stores and finding local food can be inconvenient. This problem certainly affects everyone, though
it does disproportionately affect those with lower incomes.

"Producing more food within New
England will do little to promote
revitalized communities and food system
equity unless the right to food is an
explicit goal. The US government does
not formally recognize the right to food,
but all other industrialized countries do,
and it is part of international agreements
such as the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which
the United States has signed (Anderson
2013).
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“Within conversations of “sustainability,”
understanding the role of a community
should be at the core of decision making.
We need to reassess power models,
institutions, and stakeholders. We need
to understand that we make assumptions
every minute of every day. We need to
understand that the world we live in is as
exclusive as ever.”
Anonomous, Exerpt from “In The Round: The Future of
Food,” Conference with Poptech x RISD Center for Complexity
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Barriers to Accessibility
This is an exerpt from the Rhelish Rhody food strategy,
which is the Rhode Island Food Strategy. The Rhode Island
Food Strategy is a set of policy principles which will drive
the state of Rhode Island for years to come. (Rhelish Rhody,
DEM RI)11

“EXCLUSION. Certain populations are left out of
current programs. For example, immigrants and
refugees are not eligible for many federal benefits
managed by the State, including SNAP.
STIGMA: Current programs to address food insecurity, like school and summer meal programs,
are underutilized because of fear of stigma. No one
wants to self-identify their needs to their peers, so
services need to be provided in a way that allows
access without identification.
PRICE: While in general, Americans spend a far
smaller portion
of their monthly budgets on food than our counterparts in other countries, those experiencing food
insecurity are often juggling food budgets with other necessities, such as rent, heat, and transportation expenses. Affording adequate food – notwithstanding healthiness concerns – is a real challenge.
OPTIONS: Some Rhode Islanders, based solely on
what neighborhood(s) they live and work in, lack
access to safe, healthful, culturally appropriate
food options. Many places in Rhode Island lack full
grocery stores and just contain fast food and convenience stores. These stores tend to have a smaller variety of food (and often skewed toward less
healthful options), and also tend to be more expensive.

11 "The Rhode Island Food Strategy
envisions a sustainable equitable food
system that is uniquely Rhode Island:
one that builds on our traditions,
strengths, and history while encouraging innovation andn supporting
the regional goal of 50 percent of the
food eaten in New England by 2060."
(AnderBois, “Rhode Island Food Strategy Executive Summary.)
12 (Rhelish Rhody, DEM RI)

with car ownership? Is there a public transit option
that is safe, convenient, efficient, and affordable?
TIME: Poverty can make time an incredibly expensive resource. For example, many Rhode Islanders
rely on public transit to access grocery stores and
pantries, which often require out of the way transfers. You are physically limited by what you can
carry on public transportation, which necessitates
multiple trips per week (which adds to monetary &
time costs of transportation). Further, once ingredients are purchased, cooking healthfully on a budget
can be time consuming.
COORDINATION: While there are many resources
across the state, coordinating communications and
information across agencies and service providers
can be challenging for many reasons. Being able to
leverage the work of others across the state would
improve efficiency of services.
EMPOWERMENT: There are opportunities to empower communities and individuals to develop their
own solutions. Many communities with high levels
of food insecurity have built community gardens
to help individuals grow their own food if they are
able. Community gardens also create shared spaces and help build the character of neighborhoods
– and many in our immigrant populations come to
Rhode Island with farming and gardening knowledge. There is so much demand for community gardens that Southside Community Land Trust-managed gardens have a multi-year waiting list.”12

In addressing food insecurity, we need to look at
what is physically available near where people live
and work.
LOCATION AND TRANSPORTATION: Many stores
with healthy options exist in the state, but Rhode
Islanders cannot physically access them. If adequate
stores are not within walking distance or located
in certain neighborhoods, how does that intersect
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Quahog
Seaweed
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Whenever I am in Gardner’s
Wharf, a small fish shop in my
hometown, I pass by a pile of
quahogs and think seriously
about bringing them home. I
love Gardner’s Wharf, as it’s
really earnest inside. White with
weird plastic gloves and drains
everywhere. It’s as utilitarian
as a fish shop could ever be. I
buy Quahogs once in a blue
moon because I think they are
an interesting project but I never
actually use them. I boil them
until they split open, their innards
massive and juicy. I marinated
them and sautéed them and ate
them. They were weird. They
were bad. I realized I don’t like
them unless they are served in
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chowder or deep fried by someone other than myself. I honestly don’t like to eat them, I just like to look at them. And
wear them and listen to them. That’s because growing up
my friend’s love interest had a band named The Quahogs.
They are thriving today in a Providence-dusty-basement
kind of way. I highly recommend you give them a listen as
they are really pretty stellar.
You can also wear quahogs, like the Narragansett Natives
and other tribes all along the east coast. I learned from A
Narragansett Wampum artisan, yes wampum is the name
of the shell meat of the quahog. The areas that are both a
crisp creamy pale white and then a gorgeous thistle purple. That’s wampum. The deep, thick purple shells are most
valuable here, whereas the clear white shells fare better in
Canada. Apparently you can take a dremel to the inner bits
of the shell—the meatiest bits and shave them and sculpt
them and polish them until they become beautiful discs and
beads and jewelry. And then you’ve got to trade them with
the Dutch, like the Narragansett tribe does still to this day (I
promise).
Go to the Tomaquag Indian Memorial Museum in Arcadia,
Rhode Island. There you’ll learn so much more about the
Narragansett tribe, their craft, and food-ways. The Narragansetts used flint corn husk to weave beautiful baskets
and wampum to trade. The museum was once the site
of a wonderful Narragansett restaurant—which serviced
fabulous seafood and hard game dishes like rabbit and
pheasant. It would have been a dream to eat there. Maybe
someday it will happen again. Until then I plan to wear my
wampum jewelry with pride. Someday I’ll make those beads.
Someday I’ll take a dremel and make my own crown.

Public Impact
Continued

13 (A New England Food Vision)
14`(Lynch, 2020)

“Nonprofit community and educational
farms engage many people, especially
children, with food and farming.
Programs range from school gardens and
greenhouses to commercial-scale farms
that train future farmers (Farm-Based
Education Network 2014). Especially
in cities and suburbs, such educational
programs are a good way to help people
learn about and develop a stake in
growing food and supporting local
producers. Future Farmers of America
(FFA), 4H, Farm-to-School, and other
community programs can introduce
young people to growing food. New
England needs such programs in every
community.
Farmers’ markets, fish markets, groceries,
restaurants, radio and television
advertising, social media, granges, farm
and fishery organizations, social service
agencies, schools, health providers, and
community organizations all have roles
to play in educating consumers about
healthy eating, different kinds of foods,
and ways to prepare nutritious and
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delicious meals. This is important for all
New Englanders but especially for those
who traditionally have not had access to
fresh, healthy food.”13
"Part of what the Food Policy Council
tries to do is to do exactly what you're
doing, which is to bring into people's
awareness the food system. When
you're in it, I mean, the majority of
the population of Rhode Island lives
in the urban core and they have no
direct knowledge. They have no idea
whatsoever about the food system
around them. Even 15 miles away. Yeah.
And that's part of what drives people's
behavior, food choice behavior.14
Goal: Aid in Food System Education
Providing information and an education about local food
systems is key if change is to be made. People need to
know what is happening in the state, why food is so expensive, why our farmland is disappearing, and why any
of this matters. Beyond lack of access to the food itself,
there is certainly a lack of information or knowledge of the
local food system here. Rhode Islanders have pride in their
restaurants and in the quirky identity of the state/RI state
efforts, however people have their own mythologies regarding what is local and available. The seafood industry is a
great example here - people have their own constructed
ideas of what is local because of what was traditionally
local.
“The average consumer in New England is looking for seafood they recognize – cod, salmon, etc. – whether or not
it is sustainable or landed locally. However, many Rhode
Islanders are shocked when they learn that most of the
seafood they eat is imported into the state (while much of
Public Impact
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Captions and footnotes

our seafood is exported) and report they would preferentially buy products landed in Rhode Island if they had the
opportunity.” (Rhelish Rhody, 2020)

For instance, people associate cod fish with Rhode Island,
yet cod fish is so over fished and is now farmed. Much of
the cod consumed here is not local and is produced because of this massive demand due to its heritage identity.
Really people should devote their energy to alternative,
“underutilized” species of fish that are in abundance now,
such as scup or sea robin. However, some of these lesser
known species are very hard to find in grocery stores.
I conducted research at grocery stores throughout different
Providence neighborhoods. Through my research I learned
that many Rhode Islanders both lack knowledge of local
food system information as it is either not visible or only
readily available to certain classes of people. Participants
explained that they need to understand why supporting
farmers and fisherman matters. This begins with creating
community connections where people are able to be exposed to farmers and understand their problems.

Bottom Left: West Providence Stop
and Shop customers express their
thoughts and feelings through a
designed card excercise followed by a
quick conversation.
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Close-up of arranged cards. This day
was very windy, so I used a notebook
to shelter them. The cards begin in
priority from the top right down.

Top Left: Close-up of cards actively
being sorted and discussed.
Bottom Left: Friends work together to
complete the excercise.

How People Learn About Their Food
System

Bottom Right: Research results from public surveys. Graph design by Rebeca
Gonzales Morales.

Through collected surveys and conversations, I have
learned that many Rhode Islanders learn about their local
food system through word of mouth compared to other
known avenues (government marketing efforts, non profits,
grocery stores, farmers markets etc). In fact, 67 percent of
participants explained that they learn through friends and
family. This further cements the need for memorable experiences as means of educating and engaging the public, as
those who are able to engage will then be able to spread
their knowledge to their individual networks.

Places where people learn about changes to
their local food systems
Government
Programs

13.5%
25%

5.8%

Restaurants
& Cafes

Regional
Newspaper that
discusses food
trends

9.6%
57.7%
Social
Media

67.3%
Friends &
Family

13.5%
Nowhere

23.1%

Less than 2% each:
NPR
URI Courses
CJ Chivers Instagram
Online
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Local
Newspaper

36.5%
Farmers
Market

Ocean State Food Stories

19.2%

Grocery
Stores
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Information Rhode Island Residents are
familiar with
40.9%

68.2%
Farmers markets accept food
stamps. Currently, those who
decide to spend their food stamps
at the market will receive double
their "food bucks."

The local dairy industry
is shrinking. In the 80’s,
Rhode Island had over
100 dairy farms. Now,
there are 4

36.4%
Farmland in Rhode
Island is among the
most expensive in
the country.
Beginning farmers
are struggling to
access land

50%

Rhode Island is home to a
substantial population of
refugees and immigrant
farmers who use community
farms to service their
individual communities

36.4%

“I don’t typically have time to go multiple
places for my weekly groceries. If I’m
honest, I’m a convenience and cost
shopper rather than a quality shopper
at THIS point in my life. In the past I
expected to spend a lot more time and
money on food purchasing and on being
inventive about cooking.”
Anonomous, Survey

Goal: Put Local Food on the Forefront
of People’s Minds
One of my earlier discoveries during my research was found
when collecting food stories. My professors recommended
I do this - as you can learn a lot from people’s stories and
experiences. I collected quite a few, via facebook forums,
friends, parents, and classmates. Through this process
I realised that about 75% of these stories were centered
around experiences outside of one’s home country or country of residence. All of these stories were about memorable
experiences while traveling abroad - these stories are quite
predictable: I learned about a new culture through going
to the market, or trying a bizarre dish, or sitting in a small
neighborhood restaurant.
All of these memorable experiences challenged people’s
trust, forced them to feel more engaged in a community,
and helped them gain a better understanding of place. I
decided this could be easily rewritten. There’s so much local
food content in Rhode Island, that RI residents could create
exciting, electrifying memories without leaving their country
Ocean State Food Stories
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Left: Research results from public
surveys. Graph design by Rebeca
Gonzales Morales.

or region. In order for people to understand the importance
of a resilient local food system, they need to have these
experiences themselves. I decided to capitalize on this discovery through novelty, art, and play. This is how I ended
up focusing on sensory experiences, as sensory experiences
help to create more substantial memorable experiences
biologically.
“In an age where it’s becoming more and more difficult to
stand out in a crowded market, you must differentiate your
brand emotionally and memorably.” ...Someone who knows
that lesson well is Dawn Goldworm, co-founder and nose,
or scent, director of what she calls her “olfactive branding
company,” 12.29, which uses the “visceral language of scent
to transform brand-building.” (Walsh 2020)
“Smells are handled by the olfactory bulb, the structure in
the front of the brain that sends information to the other
areas of the body’s central command for further processing. Odors take a direct route to the limbic system, including the amygdala and the hippocampus, the regions related
to emotion and memory. (Walsh 2020)

Additionally, even the most extreme tasting and dining
experiences mostly celebrate a final product. Within my
own professional experience working in gourmet markets
and managing tasting bars, I noticed this to be the case
- all of these typical practices are elevated and curated
experiences which discuss the nuances of the final product,
while giving little attention to its manufacturing and cultural
and biological character. While working in the beekeeping
and mead making industry, I experimented with alternative
tasting styles - using props and materials such as beeswax,
comb, propolis, honey, and even wildflowers to elevate one’s
understanding of the final product. With Ocean State Food
Stories, I wanted to highlight the producer’s experiences
and process as a means of highlighting an alternative way
that one can connect to their dinner plate - through literally
all of the other senses beyond taste. Typical agrotourism
experiences such as tours of vineyards or apple picking do
this to a degree. However, these experiences require participants to be present in these remote physical locations
- which in my scenario is difficult to achieve, as I aim to
connect new user groups to these kinds of experiences.
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Goal: Aid in Government and NonProfit
Marketing Efforts
There are a vast network of organisations, clubs, and people working towards creating a more sustainable local food
system here in the Rhode Island region. Throughout my research, I picked up many nonprofit pamphlets and scoured
government websites to find the right pieces of information.
As there are so many organisations tackling these issues,
there are too many websites and resources which are not
getting in the hands of the right people. After speaking with
the local Division of Environmental Management, I learned
that government marketing efforts are tired.
The local government relies on nonprofits such as Farm
Fresh or the Rhode Island Food Policy Council to think
creatively. However, nonprofits have little money and are
also equally swamped in terms of their time. For example,
Farm Fresh runs many of the farmers markets in Rhode
Island, and has helped to build an incentive program which
allows SNAP users to double their dollars if spent at farmers
markets. This is essentially free money, though not many
SNAP recipients actually take advantage of the initiative
for a wealth of different reasons. One of the main reasons
is marketing. Market organisers see a spike in SNAP market
goers after placing a simple ad in infrequent SNAP monthly
newsletter. Sue AnderBois, the Director of Food Policy for
the State of Rhode Island, showed me another example of a
failed education effort.
“The RI Seafood Collaborative (while very well meaning)
might be an example here. It has at most $20,000 in
funding per year and no dedicated staff, and was created
by statute to support our local fishermen. But fishing in RI
is largely an export business, and fishers who are selling in
RI have had trouble using the logo -- and no stores really
use it (except sometimes Dave's), so it doesn't really have
customer recognition. It tries to do so much, but has no
muscle/oomph behind it, leading to frustration from fishers/the public.” (AnderBois, 2020)

As an artist, designer, and creative thinker, I see the potential for intervention here. I believe that it is time to utilize
other creative methods to distribute important food system
information compared to pamphlets and overly complicated website holes. Using art and novelty is a great way
to change public consciousness. For instance, public art
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projects and the addition of something obvious and new in
one’s environment will create greater awareness.

Goal: To help farmers by creating a
simple platform where they are able to
showcase their process and stories, and
where consumers are able to understand the producer’s point of view.
Farmers lack marketing skills and need to rely on these
skills. Additionally, they lack time (AnderBois, 2020). “Even
if they have some marketing skills, being a farmer is already very time consuming and difficult + bringing things
to market + having little to no budget.” (AnderBois, 2020)
Ocean State Food Stories aims to give farmers a non traditional platform to share their information. After speaking
with multiple farmers in different fields - it has become very
clear - that in order to be a small farmer in Rhode Island,
one must to a great degree rely on their own ability to
market themselves and manage consumer-facing activities.
In terms of consumer facing activities - I am referring to
farmers markets, farm stands and store front, social media,
websites, CSA’s, managing volunteers, agritourism events
such as community wreathing and other kinds of potential
programming - these are all little pieces that help these
small scale farmers gain stability and clientele. Getting a
stall at the winter or spring farmers markets in Providence
can be competitive - as, for many, this is a main way for
farmers to sell their produce. This would absolutely be much
easier if there was some kind of middlemen distribution
system like I’ve seen in other cities and states, and like Farm
Fresh has created. Distribution systems are absolutely key
components to help farmers focus on their main livelihood on growing and fostering their product. In addition, having
stores sell local products is another great opportunity for
farmers to gain some kind of additional stability. Additionally, “a number of our farmers also rely on institutional
buyers (including RISD, who has been one of the driving
forces in keeping Rhody Fresh alive & getting other folks to
buy their milk)” (AnderBois, 2020).
Currently many local grocery stores do sell a percentage of
local product, or regional product really, though in many of
Ocean State Food Stories
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the places where these items are sold labeling is an issue.
As I stated earlier, either local product is not appropriately
labeled and thus an understanding of geographic origins
are lost (meaning one must be familiar with the brand
name), or local product is placed in a natural section, which
may be off-putting to those with little income. This isn't
currently a perfect system, as many of these super markets
rely on a globalized food system where if a store runs out
of bananas, everyone will indeed go bananas. We have
become so used to particular imported foods that our sense
of local priority is entirely either lost, unimportant, or a
value based decision mainly made by those who can afford
to even consider it. This system is in no way perfect, it's
complicated, it's built on a web of imperfect systems and
expectations, speckled with demand for immediacy and
convenience.
Tangent aside, many small scale local food producers own
their own businesses, and spend much or their time figuring
out how to market themselves and prepare their product
to be sold in markets. Many of these people are innately
charismatic and creative, and thus are able to be fairly
competitive, though there are also many who would prefer
to not be in the spotlight - who would prefer to focus on
growing. In addition, this system prioritizes English speakers
who know how to cater to yuppy audiences - so the African
immigrant farmers at Armory park might not be the most
competitive in some markets (though they have their own
working system and network of customers). Each farmer or
producer does have a network of customers - somewhere
and somehow - and many of these customers are incredibly loyal. I am very interested in this, and have started the
mapping project in many ways to understand who people are “loyal” to. Though, unfortunately in our innately
brand-centric consumerist society - many people attach to
small businesses with likable brand identities that are easily
shared.
After speaking with different producers, and especially
Bob Payne of Little River Farm, it became clear to me that
whatever I designed needed to have some kind of stability for farmers. I decided to focus on marketing as I realize
it's something that can certainly be challenging for many
of these farmers - and requires creative skills that many
producers do not have time, money, or energy to put into.
In short, there’s already so much that these producers have
to worry about - that the marketing component is another
Public Impact
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Top Right: Dairy section of Walmart in
Providence. Note the many dairy substitutes as well as no Rhody Fresh.

additional layer.
I also recognize that in order for people to have memorable
experiences - typing those experiences to a single producer is much easier to identify and to understand than typing these stories to a lump sum of people or of industries
(though through the process they learn about groups of
people or pain points in a particular industry.
Though ultimately I would like to solve the systems problem and create a way for farmers to have greater financial
stability - I decided to chip away at this in these short few
months on a way which I knew I could - to focus on marketing, novelty and storytelling to get these farmers in a
position where they are more well known - where they are
able to compete with the big greats of the state (if they so
want to). Though, a few of my participants explained that
all they want is for people to realize that these farmers are
not machines and food doesn't magically appear packaged
in a grocery store. Food requires insane amounts of hard
work. The more personal producer touch can be poured into
my project the better. I want people to see these farmers as
people, as to see their product as a living work of art, as a
product of both a specific land, of societal demand, and of
the farmer themselves.

Agrotourism
Agrotourism can be a difficult effort for farmers, though the
experiences are grand for consumers. Agrotourism requires
a lot of energy and time, not everyone is able to host a
wealth of people on their property. Additionally, not everyone in RI is able to have the time or finances to travel to a
corner of the state and learn from a fisherman. Thus, it was
important to make this both easy for urban residents to
access as well as for farmers to share their process without
too much labor. I decided to become the middleman - to
create a way to share the land and farmer’s processes
with residents who would otherwise not be exposed to such
things.
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Bottom Right: A Rwandan farmer selling
her produce at the Armory Park
Farmers Market. This particular
person farms on community farmland
in Johnston, RI which available via the
African Aliance.

Goal: Support the 50 by 60 Campaign

15 Anderson et al., “50 by 60: A New
England Food Vision.”
Right: AnderBois, “Rhode Island Food
Strategy Executive Summary."

Started by Food Solutions New England, a non profit policy
think tank associated with UNH, created a “vision” for New
England, in order to systematize the role of regional agriculture, in order to aid local economies, climate change, and
health/nutrition. Food Solutions New England crafted an
ideal system of support, where 50 percent of food comes
from the region of New England by 2060. This vision aims to
build a “system of support” connection farmers from different states to dense consumer population in other states,
as a means of sharing the wealth of resources and benefits
each individual state has to offer. It is designed to rethink
and re frame the role of a single small/medium sized state.
It is designed to think locally and regionally.

15% of New Englanders regularly do not
have enough to eat."15

177-178: Donahue et al., “A New England
Food Vision,” 9.

"A New England Food Vision describes a future in which
New England produces at least half of the region’s food—
and no one goes hungry. It looks ahead to 2060 and sees
farming and fishing as important regional economic forces;
soils, forests, and waterways cared for sustainably; healthy
diets as a norm; and access to food valued as a basic human
right."

I am both excited and motivated by this vision in part because it describes a shifting economy where local food is at
its core.
Rhode Island has joined the vision and has implemented a
similar set of goals to build a robust and resilient economy
relient upon local food production. Throughout my research
I have heard from countless sources who believe that these
goals are certaintly idealistic though incredibly important.
Ocean State Food Stories aims to aid in the implementation
of this goal through increasing food system education and
access.

Key Metrics from the Campaign:
"5% of land in New England is producing
food.
90% of New England's food comes from
outside the region.
Ocean State Food Stories
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Beets
Seaweed

Ocean State Food Stories

I love looking at all of the veggies
at the farmers market—leafy
greens with varying vegetal
shades, herbs, even the ways
that businesses market their
goods. I especially love seeing
how farmers market themselves
and their products—using cheeky
logos like a strong cartoon
carrot as well as handwritten
chalkboards explaining prices.
Most importantly, I love looking
at root vegetables. The beets
are so bulgy and weird and their
shapes vary greatly but are so
delicate and wonderful. Carrots
are especially interesting as their
colors, form, and even texture are
so varied—with squiggles, bright
yellows, red, and purples.
184
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In the summertime and fall you might find smaller beets
and carrots but in the winter there are massive—as tall
as my face. Apparently this happens because veggies sit
in the ground for so long that they continue to grow and
become monster vegetables. Walking around traditional
grocery stores makes me quite sad to see rows and rows
of lifeless identical vegetables, especially compared to the
wonderful quirky qualities of homegrown vegetables without restriction.
For many weeks I went to farmers markets and bought root
vegetables not only to eat but to play with. I cast them, I
drew them, I tried to replicate them in the form of sewn pillows. I even vacuum formed them and shaped leather over
them. My goal was to reproduce their essence—to create
something to make their amazing color, shape and feel
more of a permanent fixture in one’s home. However, their
beauty does to a great degree lie in their lack of permanence. In their refrigerator survival for two weeks. Though,
most often these veggies have been cast and torn and cut
and then sit in my car or on my porch for weeks as I watch
them rot with fascination. I recognize that my relationship
to them is not normal, but they are my inspiration.
Loss is important to me, in terms of understanding decay
about the impermanence of everything organic. I like to
keep my trash in my car even though that’s a super hoarder thing but I really like to keep trash in my car because it
reminds me that everything decays at different levels, like
my pasta dish that I got from Portfolio might smell and
then mold and then become a bio hazard but my Starbucks
or truthfully independent coffee mug could stay there for
years, though whatever milky substance inside will ultimately seep out, both killing my car and, yes, creating a
new bio hazard. That’s sort of why I am interested in natural
things. Maybe their decay is quite poetic.
I met a veggie farmer, Bob Payne of Little River Farm in
Exeter, in Newport one morning who showed me that there
are more than just your typical root vegetables, beets, carrots and potatoes—he showed me celeriac and salsify. Celariac’s smell is so wonderful and delicate and rich—like the
scent of celery mixed with the mineral nature of a carrot. Its
colors muted cream, a soft pink, and a faint green. Salsify
on the other hand was a squiggly mess which tasted like
oysters once fried. I finally had a way to share oysters with
my vegetarian friends.

Left: Carrots from the farmers market in
Pawtucket.

I have had countless conversations with farmers market
goers about the beauty of a single carrot that looks like a
z or a beet the size of a baby’s head. These little moments
truly bring people together. I’d love to continue to explore
these charming encounters - to remind people of the beauty of food in its most natural state, oid of all the pesticides
and government regulations.
I turned many of these items into scents and perfumes their smells so natural and so varied - a beet is filled with
minerals and reminds one of the earth whereas celeriac
smells fresh and clean, like natural cleaning supplies. I hope
these perfumes remind people of these vegetables and
newfound experiences.

Producers

tions such as herb farms ro beekeepers would be especially
interesting and easy to translate to this sensory exhibition
experience.

The original exhibition space I had intended to build would
feature 3 producers at a time. For the sake of variety, I
wanted to include a land based producer (vegetables,
herbs, bees, maple), an animal focused producer (cows,
chickens, sheep etc), and an ocean based producer (aquaculture/fishing). I initially focused my energy on Emma
Acres and Mooresfield Oyster Farm, especially as the Corona virus and timing of the project compromised my ability
to gather producers quickly.
When picking producers for the exhibition, I wanted to pick
producers who are lesser known. Due to multiple circumstances such as land access, funding, and other resources some farms and farmers have succeeded to forge celebrity
statuses throughout the state. An example of this would be
Perry Raso of Matunuck Oyster Farm. Perry is well known
for his infamous farm-to-table restaurant, which started as
an offshoot of his oyster farm business. Perry’s farm and
bar are featured in multiple publications frequently, and
are even advertised all over Rhode Island’s local airport. I
wanted to ensure that I was paying attention to the lesser
known producers who may have complicated relationships
with the public, or very little at all.
I also chose producers who align with particularly important pieces of information or movements throughout the
state’s food system. For example, Ian Campbell of Mooresfield Oyster Farm catches lesser known local fish. His
philosophy aligns with that of Eating With The Ecosystem
- a local educational nonprofit whose goal is to educate the
public and encourage the public to pay attention to alternative local seafood species, instead of fan favorites such
as cod. Dairy on the other hand, was very important to me
as I realised in my research that not many Rhode Islanders actually knew about the state of the dairy industry.
For a vegetable farmer, I wanted to focus on an immigrant
lead farm or a farm on a community garden - as these are
also important pieces of information. There’s an amazing
number of refugee and migrant farmers in the Providence
region, many of which sell their produce at the Armory
Market in Providence. Additionally, I recognised that operaOcean State Food Stories
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Ultimately over the course of my research I heard so many
stories from producers about particular celebratory moments and pain points. Each had their own story and call to
the land. Within these stories are many challenges - such
as the challenge to build a viable business, the challenge to
survive, the challenge to find land, the challenge to overcome climate change and unsettling weather conditions.
These stories are what motivated me to initially create this
project, as there are so many experiences and details that
average citizens would know very little of, especially due to
current food infrastructures.
Finding farmers to participate was indeed a struggle as I
had to connect with so many land based producers in order
to find an interested participant. I used my food system
network to cast a wide net. Throughout my search, I gathered a long list of producers for potential future collaboration.I love this list especially as many of these farms were
recommended to me for very different reasons - sensory
possibilities, need for support, or just a damn good story. I
learned many facts while gathering farms - including Rhode
Island’s historical ties to apple farming (we were of the first),
or that we have a medium sized chicken slaughterhouse. I
really hope that as I develop this project I am able to interact with these operations. Many of these businesses laid off
employees or had to deal with childcare - so finding ones
with time or ability was challenging during Covid!

Three Chosen Participants:
•
•
•

Candace Clavin - Water Way Farm: Vegetables,
Herbs, Bees - Barrington, RI
Ian Campbell - Mooresfield Oyster Farm: Oyster
Farm and Fishery - Point Judith, RI
Maggie LaPrise - Emma Acres: Dairy - Exeter, RI
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Future Producers Reccomended
by the Network
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16 (“Green Leaf Farm In Cranston - Farm
Fresh RI” 2020)
Left: Photograph of Choua and Kia.
(“Growth Opportunity” 2020)

BAMI Farm
To Your Door Organics
Baffoni’s Chicken Farm
Farming Turtles
Little River Farm
Little Falls Farm
Hill Orchard
Sanctuary Herbs
Big train Farm
Moonrose Farm
South Side Community Land Trust
Gotham Greens
Windmist Farm
Deep Roots Farm
Newport Sea Salt
Brandon Family Farm
FreshConn
Narragansett Food Sovereignity Initiative

“A lot of people forget that farmers are
totally struggling with poverty and a lot
of farmers are food insecure. They are
being undervalued for the vitsal service
that they are doing to support life on
earth.”
Sue AnderBois, Interview

Future Producer Spotlight:
Grean Leaf Farm
“Choua and Kia are the owners of Green Leaf Farm (formerly Xiong Farm), which is located on Southside Community Land Trust’s (SCLT) Urban Edge Farm. They also have a
plot of land in their neighborhood on which they grow produce as well. Choua grew up on a farm in Laos and came to
Rhode Island many years ago following his brother’s arrival
in the States. The state had recently given 10 acres of land
to the community near Choua’s home in Rhode Island.
When SCLT started renting the land that is now Urban Edge
Farm in Cranston, an acre was also offered to Choua and
his wife Kia, which they excitedly began to use as well.
Now Choua and Kia have two acres of land that they grow
enough food on to feed about 200 people.” 16
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Excerpt From Call-To-Producer Post

Top Left: Farmers selling a spinach
varietal at the Armory Market in
Providence.

“You are a local food producer who could use some additional media presence to make your business or practice
known to the public of Rhode Island. You are passionate
about your work and believe that Rhode Island’s food
system needs improvement. You are also open to giving
feedback and collaborating, so this project can actually
become useful to you.
Loose Requirements:
1 x phone conversation: This is an informative conversation
to get background information to ask you questions about
your experiences and gain constructive feedback.
1 x interview. This would be a recorded digital conversation
where I ask you some interview questions. I will ask you
about how you have been adapting to the corona virus outbreak, what your days are usually like, but also what smells
remind you of your work, as well as rituals (ie: smell of salt
air, and picking wet mussel shells out of buckets). This information will be exhibited within the exhibition space.
1 x collected box of samples/objects: I will use these samples
as inspiration and exhibition pieces when designing the exhibition space. This is collaborative in nature. I will purchase
whatever you decide to share with me (or happy to borrow/
return things too). Some examples of objects: mussel shells,
dried herbs, cow feed, soil sample, grasses, discarded farming tools.
1 x day journal: I will ask you to take brief notes of your day
(or what a typical day looks like for you). I will also ask you
to take photographs. This is in lieu of my ability to come
to your space and photograph you and your work myself
(because of COVID).
You will be compensated for your time. Once the social
distancing/quarantine regulations are lifted, I am very
happy to come out to your production space and take some
photographs and recordings. You are welcome to have this
creative material for your personal/marketing needs.”
Charlotte Clement, Producer Email Doc
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Bottom Left: Foggy Notion Farm employees chatting about SNAP in 2018.

Milk
Seaweed

Thesis Title

I found an article from the
Providence journal about dairy
farms in Rhode Island—in the 80s
there were upwards of 120 dairy
farms. I can’t honestly believe it
—the 80’s was not that long ago
but yet 120? And now there are
8. Reading this statistic17 really
hit me, it really depressed me, to
realize that the dairy industry is
entirely stuck in the crux of this
weird old American dream—of
parents drinking full glasses of
“fresh pressed” Tropicana orange
juice daily and telling their kids to
do the same, but with milk.
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I used to drink so much milk. I remember when in England
as a 10-year-old I cried because the waitress gave me a
warm glass—so weird. Who the hell drinks a warm glass of
milk? Now the only dairy I consume is cheese and a smidge
of milk in my coffee to cut its acidity. I know so many others
who refuse to consume it because of lifestyle choices or
their health. Sometimes milk feels like a nostalgic industry
stuck in the past—associated with a different time with different values. Now it lives as a trivial refrigerator staple.
The industry is absolutely drowning in the throws of both
alternative milk preferences and federally regulated prices,
so farmers can’t actually be paid for whatever their milk is
worth. They are no doubt working multiple jobs, all to ensure your coffee is caramel and not black.
I wish there was more demand for milk, specifically for
these farmers. Most importantly I feel for the state’s heritage—for all the old dairy farmland that has turned into
suburban sprawl. We will never get that land back, even
though there are so many farmers who need it. We grow
houses and sod and that’s what we do best.
I’ve been working with a local dairy farm, Emma Acres in
Exeter (also known as sod land). This is a charming operation—a family farm. The property has chickens, fifty-plus
cows, pigs, dogs—all the wonderful farm animals you can
think of. I went to visit not too long ago and spent a decent
chunk of time hanging with the cows. They were so loud
and personable. They watched me and spoke to me playfully. Their fur was fuzzy from the winter and their noses wet.
But most lovable was their need for attention. Their unfailing need to stand next to me and talk to me, perhaps about
their pen-mate who was giving them a hard time.

17 Statistic in the Providence Journal. (Naylor 2020) Statistic source:
(Rhody Fresh, RI Farm Bureau)

Decline of R.I. dairy farms
Year - Number of dairy farms
1982—123
1987—70
1992—55
1997—45
2004—18
2011—16
2018—9

Emma Acres

materials. Being a dairy farmer requires so much time, energy and gumption, so much innate creativity and rolling with
the punches - to be a vet and a businessman and a retail
associate and a caregiver and a gardener all in one.

Throughout my initial research period I’d hear many different people from different organisations lament about the
dairy industry. I was curious, as I loved seeing the Rhody
Fresh milk cartons around my local grocer and admired
their earnest carton graphics. After some deep digging I
learned this dramatic fact, the previously mentioned dramatic reduction in dairy farms. Reading this sincerely distrurbed me. This industry tied to so much historic nostalgia
was disappearing, being replaced by factory sod farming,
suburbia, and extreme government regulation. I sincerely
believe that if there are to be dairy farms, they should be
local or regional - I think this certainly helps, especially
regarding greenhouse gasses and the cost of beef and milk.
Every little bit counts. In some ways dairy feels antiquated
to me and I think many others see that too - with plant
based eating trends and hyper aware dairy allergies - it all
seems like it’s crashing down. Now half of the dairy aisle
is filled with dairy substitutes like oat milk or almond milk
or soy. My entire twenty-something household consumes
almond milk because its shelf life is more stable.
Regardless, I have this disturbed feeling, this need to expose the story of dairy farms and their demise. I wish more
people knew this. If only that could do anything. After
reading that statistic - I learned about how dairy farming
and making a living wage is incredibly challenging. Suicide
rates in dairy farmers are increasing. So many of these
farmers have part or full time jobs in addition to their farm.
I was motivated to contact a local dairy farm, and there
really aren’t many, but yes I contacted Emma Acres and
was connected with Maggie LaPrise - a wonderful cheerful
20 year old who is holding her family dairy farm together
as her parents and siblings work other jobs. Maggie is the
manager and spends the most hours on the farm ensuring
that everything runs smoothly. Beyond her profession, she
is a full time student. I have really enjoyed working with
Maggie. She is open and creative and driven, waking up at
5 daily to work on the farm, do school work, and talk to me.
She is wise beyond her years and incredibly welcoming. I
hope you too can see that within the interview and other
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Additionally, Emma Acres works perfectly as part of this
project for multiple reasons. Among one of the very few
dairy farms in the state, Emma Acres is continuously trying
different ways to help the industry and engage with the
public. The family manages a great portion of the Rhody
Fresh milk coop. Additionally, Emma Acres is a lesser known
local dairy farm, especially compared to local celebrity
institutions like Wright’s dairy Farm1. Wrights is so successful because they’ve really taken off with an amazing farm
store, filled with baked goods and an assortment of other
activities suitable to the average family outing.
Wrights Dairy is also able to process and package their own
milk on site - which means they do not have to rely on the
federal standard coop milk prices. They are able to produce
whatever they please due to years of strategic thinking.18
Smaller dairy farms, such as Emma Acres, find some level
of slim financial stability through coops which collect milk
and then produce varying products with said milk. However,
in order to gain real profit, Maggie has to think creatively
about other ways to use her land and her assets - including selling and slaughtering meat for their farm store and
selling other locally produced foods. As a small scale farmer, you really need to be able to manage multiple hats and
have savvy business skills and find opportunity anywhere
and everywhere. If Maggie is to stay in business, she must
continue to rely on this complicated network of self-made
and systemically chained income. The property’s small
owner operated farm store is also great for this project, as
it sells locally produced food items from a network of farms
around the area. Stepping into this space, you quickly feel
like a part of the family - talking with Maggie’s mother and
father about hot habanero cheese and what it’s like to live
in Rhode Island. In addition to these community learning
experiences of being able to meet your farmer and chat
about anything and everything - the cattle are next to the
farm store, so customers are able to see, hear, and smell
action while picking up their ice cream. Maggie was the
first producer to agree to participate. She has been extremely patient, creative and ready to help in whatever way
she can.

Emma Acres
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18 “Wright’s Dairy Farm has been investing in this infrastructure for themselves incrementally for generations
and made some strategic decisions
about expanding to processed milk
products from just fluid milk to adjust
to the new market realities. They’ve
been pretty savvy for a multi-generational cow farm with like 75 cows.”
(AnderBois 2020)

“I’ve been asked a lot of weird questions.
Like, people would generally think cows
like black cows make chocolate milk
and stuff. I guess something’s are just so
common to me for exaple - only females
make milk. That just seems like such
basic anatomy to me and people don’t
understand that. I guess like, people
sometimes think they’re horses.”
Maggie LaPrise, Interviewe

Left: Maggie in her natural habitat, on
the porch of the farm store. (Ciampa,
2020)
Right: A particularly personable cow on
the farm.
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“I see the huge disconnect between
the consumers and like the farmers.
You’re humanizing us, which a lot of
people think we’re not even human,
so many people think that we’re these
awful people.”
Maggie LaPrise, Interview
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Emma Acres Farm on a sunny winter
day.
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“Located in Exeter, this 12-acre farm has
around 32 milking cows in its 60-head
herd of primarily Jersey cows. The name
EMMA comes from owners Scooter
and Cynthia LaPrise’s 4 kids: Elizabeth,
Matthew, Margaret and Alexandra.
The first two cows were bought as 4-H
projects for the older kids in 2002. The
project has since grown!

19 Emma Acres Facebook Page. “EMMA
Acres.”

The farm’s daily operations are managed
by Scooter and his youngest daughter
Margaret (Maggie). Scooter and Maggie
work hard on the farm and cow comfort,
care, and milk quality are their top
priorities.
Alexandra and Maggie still exhibit
their cows at local and regional shows
each summer and fall. They have not
outgrown their 4-H roots! The next
generation is now beginning to enjoy
the benefits of growing up on the farm
also. Scooter and Cynthia now have five
grandchildren who love to run around
the farm and play with all the cows. They
will be showing cows before you know
it.19

Cows resting near the Parlor, where
the cows are milked.
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“I love feeding my calves every day.
Nighttime, you know, no one else is
really around the farm and I kind of just
go about my night times chores then
it’s like I get into the calf barn. My last
chores of the night are to feed milk. I do
that after milking and everything and I
just like to go in and hang out with my
calves. I guess it’s my favorite ritual that
I do every day. Just very relaxing with my
calves.
Maggie LaPrise, Interview
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“Farm numbers have decreased. I don’t
know what they used to be back in the
1950s, but right now there’s 40,000
dairy farms in the country, but over the
course of the last, I don’t know how many
years the number of dairy cows in the
country had stayed at nine million like
across the board. Farms are dropping,
but the numbers of cows are staying the
same. There is still the same amount of
milk on the market. That’s a big problem
as to why we’re not making money because
there’s too much milk on the market.”20
Maggie LaPrise, Interview

Maggie's Day Journal
The following sequence of images have been provided by
Maggie. These are the result of an excercise, where I had
Maggie take photos trhoughout her day. These images
helped me to understand smaller details about her daily experience that would have otherwise been unknown. Details
include how farm computers are very dirty or that she buys
a tea 5 am to survive an early workday. The photographs
and day journal are accessible via the project website.
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“4:45- Wake up (don’t roll out of
bed until 5 or 5:15)

“7:15 finish milking”
—Maggie LaPrise

5:50: arrive at farm”
—Maggie LaPrise
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“6: start milking”

“7:15 feed cows”

—Maggie LaPrise

—Maggie LaPrise
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“7:30-pack What’s Good orders”

“9- Stop at uncle’s farm to look at
buying some cows”

—Maggie LaPrise

—Maggie LaPrise
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“8- drop off what’s good orders”

“10- eat breakfast”

—Maggie LaPrise

—Maggie LaPrise
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“11-help my dad work on a project.
this day it happened to be working
on redoing a shed into a second
chicken coop”

“2- homework
3 start chores again”
—Maggie LaPrise

—Maggie LaPrise

“12- farm stuff like pregnancy tests
and feeding electrolytes to calves”

“7:30 get home”
—Maggie LaPrise

—Maggie LaPrise
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Top Left: Wrona a week old Red and
White Holstein calf being fed by Maggie. (2020 LaPrise)
Bottom Left: Organising orders on the
farm computer. (2020 LaPrise)
Top Right: Playing with Bailey. (2020
LaPrise)
Bottom Right: Farm door with the co-op
sign Agri-Mark, which owns Cabot.
(2020 LaPrise)
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Interview:
Maggie’s Favorite Moments
Charlotte Clement
What is your favorite smell from the farm?
Maggie LaPrise
I love, and I feel like you can really only get
this smell with fresh hay. We are almost
basically running out of this smell since
we’re coming to the end of the hay. That
like all the hay that’s been packed away
for the winter is old now because it was
packed away in the spring, in the summer. Like when you open up a bale of hay
and it just has that really sweet smell to
it. And then there’s also the sweet seeds
that we fed calves. It’s covered in molasses
to interest the calves, the first grain that
they get fed. It’s like really, really sweet and
it’s trying to get them, eat it. Because you
know, little kids love candy, so calves basically. It has a lot of other really good health
benefits for them such as candy, but they
make it really sweet to entice them to eat
it. It smells really good. People who have
eaten it because it smells so good. I have
not eaten it, so opening a new bag of sweet
feed smell is really good. Probably my two
favorite smells.
And then there’s like a smell that’s not really my favorite smell, but like, it’s definitely a
smell that people always associate like cows
smells so bad. It’s not really necessarily the
cow. This all has to do with their feed. Its
the corn silage, it’s fermented and it gets
it kind of a sour type smell. People think
it’s a really gross smell, which I get like if
you’re not used to it, it has a really sour
smell. When people come here and they’re
like it stinks like, no, that’s not the cows. It’s
Ocean State Food Stories

not the cow poop. It’s their silage and that’s
what they’re eating. It’s all the chopped-up
corn that’s fermented. It’s really healthy for
them. It’s not the cows and it’s a sour smell.

What is your favorite sound from the farm?
It will probably be, it goes back to like when
I was younger, like you still hear it now, but
our farm, we’ve since cut down some of the
trees and stuff so we’re more open to the
road. You hear more of the road sounds
now. I would like to feed, when I was growing up in the summers, my dad would go
off to work without graining and haying
the outside cows. That’d be like our jobs.
We would come down and kind of finish
the outside chores and we come down and
you know, it’d be like eight or nine in the
morning and the cows would be mad at us
because they’re used to being fed earlier.
They would be mooing and we would feed
all of them. When we would leave, all you
would hear was like the sounds of them
eating hay and the sound of their headlock
flashing, which is they have to reach their
head through this slot, get their, hay, you
know, because he kept outside their pen so
that they don’t get it dirty.
You would hear the clicking of that once in
a while, but you’d hear them eating hay and
you don’t think you would hear cows eating
but you do. They’re really anxious eaters.
Like it’s really a peaceful sound. Like when
I go to cow shows, I show my cows all over
the country. If you’re doing night crew
and you have to stay up all night and you
just keep feeding the cows, hay they’re just
224

be my favorite sound.”

That sounds really nice. Then what about,
what’s your favorite ritual or activity? Like,
you know, that’s maybe daily or weekly?

by family all the time. Again that can be a
good and a bad thing. I like the good side.

Well, I love feeding my calves every day.
Like that’s just, I don’t know, kind of probably the night nighttime calf feeding because mornings are just chaotic and there’s
always people here and I’m in a crunch
for time. So it’s like I got to get my stuff
done, make sure they all eat and make sure
everyone is healthy I just keep going. I have
very strict time schedule in the morning
except for Mondays and Tuesdays. Nighttime, you know, no one else is really around
the farm and I kind of just go about my
night times chores then it’s like I get into
the calf barn. My last chores of the night
are to feed milk. I do that after milking and
everything and I just like to go in and hang
out with my calves. I guess it’s my favorite
ritual that I do every day. Just very relaxing
with my calves.

That sounds really nice. Lastly what is
your favorite part of you know, working
for Emma Acres and being a part of this
dairy farm?
Probably. I like to consider myself to be
my own boss even though my dad’s basically my boss, but not really, like I basically
get to do whatever I want, like I make my
decisions on things. Aside from that I like,
like I’m surrounded by family, although
that could be a good thing and a bad thing.
I like to look on the positive sides of that
mostly. I get to watch my nieces and nephews when they come to visit and they love
to play with all the calves and they’re, most
of them are looking forward to showing at
the fairs this year and they play in the sand
pile and like, yeah, I just love, I guess the
family aspect of it, which is really nice. A
lot of people don’t get to work in an environment where they’re just surrounded
Emma Acres
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Emma Acres and Coops
Maggie LaPrise
Co-op is a farmer owned organization,
so there are a lot of different co-ops
throughout the whole country. We happen to be part of the Agri-Mark co-op
also known as Cabot. A lot of other people
in this region are part of dairy farmers
of America co-op, which is known as DFA
or- which other co-op in this area? Saint
Albans in the upper part of New England
is a co op. There’s the Rhody Fresh co-op
just here, Rhode Island. Our main co-op
is Agri-Mark and that’s where our twice
a month check or paycheck kind of thing
comes from. We sell our milk by a hundred pounds. That’s how we get paid for an
Agri-Mark milk truck which comes every
other day. It picks up the milk and then
brings it to various milk plants around the
tri-state area.
There are two places in Rhode Island
where it could go, as well as a few places
in Connecticut. And then a few places in
Massachusetts that our milk can go depending on where it needs to be that day.
We get paid, as I said, per hundred pounds
of milk and we also get paid on the quality
of our milk. Cows that produce a higher
butterfat and protein content, which the
Jersey cows do, they make a higher quality
milk. It’s better for making the cheese ice
cream and those types of things. You can
yield more cheese out of a pound of Jersey
cow milk and a pound of Holstein cow milk.
We get more money, not that much more,
but a few cents more than other farms
might.

ers would know fairly well. Then Rhody
Fresh is not, take a great profit from Rhody
Fresh, is that right?
Yeah so Rhody Fresh will then buy back
a portion from Cabot and pay to have it
processed and all that stuff. If I’m thinking of this correctly, buy back a portion of
the raw milk from Cabot. We pay to have
it processed and all that stuff and sell it.
The margins there are a lot smaller and
that the Rhody Fresh co-op is basically
the farmers only get paid the profits on it.
There’s a lot of operating expenses that go
into that co-op for things like distribution
and that sort of stuff. We have to sell a
huge amount of milk in order for there to
be a lot of profits, enough profits for the
farmers to get paid back, like a lot of profits. It’s basically the end of the year profits
get divided up amongst the farmers based
on how many pounds of milk they produced. It’s how it is supposed to work out.
Rhody Fresh is basically a value-added product for the farmers. It costs the
farmers like the co-op costs money to run,
but it’s not costing the farmers to run. It’s
nice if it’s funny, obviously you don’t want
it to go bankrupt or anything like that. If
it happens to make money, it gets divided
up amongst them based on who makes
the most milk. Like it goes on a per pound
basis and that but if they don’t make money
while the farmers still have money coming
in from Cabot is how it works out.”

For Rhody Fresh specifically, you know, I
think this is one that a lot of Rhode IslandOcean State Food Stories
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The Decline of Dairy in RI and
COVID
Maggie Laprise
The last five years, I believe it’s been five
years now, the milk prices have been at an
all time low for dairy farmers. Like I said,
we get paid per hundred pounds of milk.
In the Northeast I think we tend to have a
higher (so the pricing of milk, it’s like really
complex), but we get put into the federal
milk marketing orders or orders in the
Northeast. New York and all the New England States are put into their own order
and it’s like a base milk mailbox price that
they get paid. Then some co-ops pay more,
some pay less, depending on the quality of
milk like I talked about.
The breakeven point, I actually Googled
this earlier, it says that a lot of farms need
a breakeven point of $17 per like right
around $17 for a hundred pounds with
milk. To make money and, you kind of start
to look at Rhode Island and its like, well,
why has Rhode Island been the first state
to start losing mass amounts of their dairy
farms? When we first heard shipping milk
in 2008, we had 16 dairy farms, now we’re
down to 8. I’m like, what has happened?
Why, why have we lost so many? My grandfather can remember when there were 20
farms just in the town of Greenwich the
cost of living. I don’t know, we probably
could ask all of the dairy farms in Rhode
Island what their breakeven point is. I know
that on our farm it’s more like the 20 ish
dollar range for a breakeven point.
I don’t know that number, but I think it’s
like the $20ish-$21 range. That’s because
we have to buy in our feed, which brings
Ocean State Food Stories

up a cost. We’re a fairly young farm, so
we still have a mortgage on the property. Older farms don’t have a mortgage on
the property so that lowers the cost, all
those sorts of things. Then you also look
at things that are specifically Rhode Island
related, like the cost of “black trick.” To
start our milk pumped every morning, that
is a huge electric bill. Like our electric bill
is so expensive every month. It’s not funny.
One of my jobs I’ve been tasked with these
last few weeks has been going to install
solar onto our property. I’ve been working
with a solar company to get that going.
Hopefully by August we will not have an
electric bill anymore, which will help.
The decline of dairy farms across the
whole US it’s been like a, basically a pandemic of its own going on. We were actually reaching the highest mailbox prices
that we’ve seen in the first five years, in the
last five years. In the beginning of March,
the end of February, beginning of March,
you’re seeing like the 25 ish range for milk
prices which is really exciting.

To the readers: Maggie Begins to discuss
COVID here.
Then all of this COVID stuff kind of hit and
processing plants can’t keep up with all the
milk that’s on the market. Now whole trailer truckloads of milk are being dumped
without even being processed. It’s just
being dumped on the ground and we still
have farmers collectively, the whole co-op
is still paying for that dumped milk even
though they aren’t able to sell it. We collec228

tively are whole milk checks, like our milk
prices are going down. If that makes sense.

Wow.
Farm numbers have decreased. I don’t
know what they used to be back in the
1950s, but right now there’s 40,000 dairy
farms in the country, but over the course
of the last, I don’t know how many years
the number of dairy cows in the country
had stayed at nine million like across the
board. Farms are dropping, but the numbers of cows are staying the same. There
is still the same amount of milk on the
market. That’s a big problem as to why
we’re not making money because there’s
too much milk on the market, and clients
demand things and milk’s commodity that
gets traded. If there’s basically like trade
war type things going on and price milk
drops and all of these things - very complex things that I don’t understand everything that goes on with it. Now with this
going on, it brings me to a whole another
layer of our milk prices and people are
saying that we’re going to lose. They’re
just kind of estimating another third of
our dairy farms will probably not be able
to sustain this market that we are going
through right now if it continues for much
longer because of COVID.

Gosh, that’s really depressing.
I wasn’t trying to be depressing, that’s just
dairy farming for you.

is completely time-consuming right now.
It’s, I don’t know, our sales have probably
gone up about 200% in the last month.
We have a lot of new customers. We sent
our cow to slaughter two weeks ago. We
sold the whole cow out in one week. We
just keep selling out of meat products. We
are selling over 32 cases of milk a week.
including half gallons and gallons. In one
crate of gallons, that’s four gallons and one
crate and then four and a half gallons in a
crate of half gallons...
I don’t know how many gallons of milk are
selling. I haven’t really sat down and figured that out, but we’re selling a lot of milk.
We’ve gone up in sales quite a bit, especially
ice cream. I don’t know if people at home
are eating ridiculous amounts of ice cream
as we have to fill our cooler twice a week.
That has been something which we opened
the store as a way to kind of fill in that
gap, that breakeven gap and get a better
cash flow going through the farm. Like if
I want to stick here on the farm and make
a successful business out of it, we need
something other than just milk checks. We
sell our milk in the farm stand and now we
are just having even more community support by a lot of people finding us. They’re
like, “I’m going to continue to be a lifetime
customer because like you guys are here
for us” - the pandemic and all this stuff it’s
been nice being able to kind of be here for
our community.

That’s a lot, I know that we’ve spoken in the
past that you’ve got this farm store and it
sounds like you’ve been getting a lot of customers that you farm throughout this whole
process?
While all of that kind of sad stuff with Corona related is going on. That’s like a whole
headache in itself. I feel like I’ve almost not
been able to focus on the dairy industry as
a whole right now because our farm store
Emma Acres
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Donahue et al., “A New England
Food Vision,” 7.

Right Images: Donahue et al., “A New
England Food Vision,” 7.

Decline in New England Farming
Broad trends in New England farming
during the 20th century are clear, despite
some noisy data because of repeated
changes in US Agricultural Census
categories, (a) Farmland fell dramatically
from a peak in the late 19th century but
stabilized for several decades between
the World Wars at 6–8 million acres, or
15–20% of the region. It then slid again
before holding at 2 million acres (5% of
the region) for the past few decades. (b)
The number of farms followed a similar
pattern, with even a slight rise in recent
years.
(c) Dairy farms consolidated sharply
from almost 69,000 in 1900 to just over
2,000 in 2007, mostly in Vermont—but
at the same time, (d) dairy production
rose slowly through most of the century.16
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Balancing Multiple Jobs
Maggie LaPrise
My mom is a full-time nurse. She actually
got pulled back into the ICU through all
of this. She is working a lot more hours,
well not a lot more hours, but with different scheduled hours now. Which kind of
makes it a little hectic again with farms to
work because she used to kind of be my relief on weekends. Now she’s working weekends but you know, nurses schedules are
like 12 hour days. She gets days off, which
is handy for us here because she can help
with restocking and that sort of stuff. Then
my dad owns his own trucking company
so, well he kind of gets to create his own
hours. It works, but he also works quite a
few hours with that. He and I do morning
chores in the morning together. He will
scrape the barn and mix feed, the dry cows
that are in the barn out back while I milk
the cows.
Then that’s basically the extent of what he
does in the morning. Then he goes off to
work and sometimes he gets home at like
four o’clock in the afternoon, sometimes
he gets home at 10 o’clock at night. His
schedule kind of depends on weather and
that sort of stuff. I’m basically responsible for afternoon chores. Days I can’t find
someone to kind of close the store and for
me, which we fill in the gaps with like my
sisters, we have recently we’ve had a 4H
mom who is also a school teacher that is
bored out of her mind at home, has been
helping a lot in the store because she is
just so bored at home, which is very nice.
She’s been helping so much. She’s been
helping me close up the store dates that I
need.
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I’m also a full time student with Penn State
World Campus junior getting my bachelor’s degree in business. I kind of have
to squeeze in homework in between all
of that. We were open seven days a week
and around the end of February I was able
to convince my parents to close our too
slow days every week just because I needed a breather and to be able to get more
stuff done around the farm. My parents
do let me have Sundays just completely
off because I do live 30 minutes from the
farm. I have Sundays just completely off
to work on school work and to not have to,
you know, do the 30 minutes here and back,
which is very nice

Do you have a hard time balancing being a
student and doing all this other work or-?
My schoolwork sometimes falls to the back
burner. I kind of had the point of, that I just
want to graduate.

It wasn’t as wonderful and romantic as I
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Maggie's family. (2020 Emma Acres)
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Visiting the Farm
Emma Acres has a lovely small farm store on its property
in Exeter. If you are in the area, I highly recommend going
to pick up some great meat and dairy goods and listen to
the cows. Chances are you will meet one of Maggie’s family
members. As part of my prototype, I included information
regarding Exeter as well as what to do in Exeter. Exeter is
mainly suburban farmland - with many of these farms being sod farms.

Top Left: Emma Acres farm store.
Top Right: Turf from Sodco.
Right Images: Farm store images from Emma
Acres Fecebook, including meat from Little
Falls Farm, the aformentioned sheep farm

Farms: Little Falls Farm, Little River Farm, Wicked Tulips
Farm, Archid’s Farm, Turf Inc
Natural Spaces: Fisherville Brook Wildlife Refuge, Queen’s
Fort
Restaurants: Tilted Barn Brewery, CornerStone
Ocean State Food Stories
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Oysters
Seaweed
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Oysters are hands down one
of my favorite foods. Yes, they
are absolutely weird, how one
struggles to crack them open all
so one can eat them raw. Their
flavor is so wonderful. Depending
on where they are grown, oysters
are sweet or tangy or salty. I
love to eat them plain, to really
understand their flavor. But
oysters are sincerely bizarre and
a little unfathomable, almost
uncomfortable. Are they insects?
Are they fish? Are they plants?
These little shelled creatures
feel foreign and very difficult
to anthropomorphise. And thus
they bring polarized opinions. I
even hoard their shells to make
biomaterials, though in reality

they just live in a pile in the corner of my bedroom. Each
underbelly is so delicate—with varying shades of pearly
white and midnight blue compared to the outside, which is
twisted and surely and mossy, the original “shaggy chic”.
Each one is so unique that I cannot choose. So I sit in the
restaurant, as the waiter offers me a box for them. I feel
embarrassed for my interest, for the hoarding. I never know
quite what to do with them, but I know what NOT to do—as
I walk past small boutiques in my hometown fishing village
center, whose economy thrives off of seaside tourism. I
commend those who do, as these decorative pieces of craft
are important exclamations of place.
I lived in Oregon for about 5 years. Every year for my early
December birthday I’d head to Netarts on the Oregon coast
where I’d look out at the bay and eat oysters, tasting everything I can imagine from that landscape. The seawater, the
brine, the salt granules, all remind me of earlier days when
I wasn’t afraid of the ocean. When I was brave enough to
run into a wave head first, tossed by its might. I remember
tasting too much salt, being covered in seaweed, and even
getting seawater up my nose and ears—as if it would never
come out. That flavor is so pungent, so memorable. Eating
oysters absolutely brings me back, all while reminding me
of where I am. West coast oysters are sweet, their “merrior”
is much different compared to the northeast oysters which
are almost too acidic and salty.
Every year I try to head to an oyster farm—the last two
have been to the Matunuck Oyster Bar—a famous farm to
table restaurant in the state in the most picturesque ideal
location. They offer tours where you can get on a boat and
be whisked away to their farm where handsome men in
large rubber suits explain nets and seedlings. The experience, like consuming an oyster, is so different compared to
the rhythms of my own daily life. The textures, the smells,
the scents, the vibes—everything. It feels like a fairy tale
that people pay so much money to be a part of.

Gardner's Wharf Seafood Market in
Wickford, RI.
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Mooresfield
Oyster Farm

gansett. Much of his catch will be used as bait for lobster
fisherman, but some, especially oysters, will be both consumed locally and sent to places like Massachusetts and
New York.

I visited Mooresfield Oyster farm and fishery and met with
the co-owner, Ian Campbell. The oyster farm began in 2013,
however Ian and his sister and co-owner, Stesha Campbell,
had been fishing for much longer. Ian’s biggest love and
influence is trap fishing, which he states is the oldest form
of commercial fishing. Ian grew up in a household influenced by farming and the land, and continuously laments
about how different growing up in the 80’s was compared
to youth nowadays. He was referring to how the majority
of the population does not have great knowledge of how
to grow food and survive on one’s own. Ian grew up learning from the great trap fisherman of Rhode Island - and
decided to start his own company to continue the heritage
livelihood that he states is dwindling by the year.
Visiting his oyster farm - it was incredibly clear that his
office is an opportune place and he knows it. He works
amongst cat tails, ospreys, and the ocean mist. His days,
weeks and months are dictated by the ocean, by the patterns of blooms, ospreys, and hurricanes. Ian explained that
it's incredibly hard work. There’s always something to do something to paint and mend and prep all before going out
to sea to fish. His livelihood is both delicate and constant.
People will always eat seafood. There will always be a demand - however day by day and season by season so much
can and will go wrong.
Ian’s fishery is separate but blurred with the oyster farm.
Some days he focuses on trap fishing with a small crew,
other days he focuses on his pond dwelling oyster farm. Ian
started the oyster farm as a side project, like other trap
fishermen. Oysters can be much more lucrative and, though
time consuming and hard to learn, can be quite easy to
care for compared to the complexities of trap fishing. In the
winter and early spring months he and his crew will focus
on the preparations for the season - mending the boat,
painting buoys, caring for anchors...the list goes on. In
active months Ian will spend his days managing his massive
trap and delivering fish to the many distributors in NarraOcean State Food Stories
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Ian struggles with Rhode Island’s regulations and treatment towards fisherman. During the corona virus many
people have been lining up to purchase lobsters and fresh
fish straight from the docks of Point Judith. Rhode Island
legalized the ability for fisherman to sell directly to consumers for a few months, in order to ensure fishermen have a
way to distribute locally caught seafood during COVID. He
worries for the distributors that he works so closely with. He
worries as to how much their business is hurting because
their restaurant clientele have stopped purchasing the mass
amount of seafood typical to the season. COVID-19 has
certainly changed demand for local food - in the sense that
typical distribution systems are confused and are compromised, however people are now more than ever trying to
purchase directly from the source. Which, in my opinion,
should be how it is anyways.
Ian spoke of the different mythologies people have regarding seafood and fishing. How he thinks people do not
consider how food reaches grocery stores and peoples’
plates. Ian wishes fishing was more well known and considered by the public, especially as the products themselves
are so celebrated and expensive. There is great irony here
- as many people only want to purchase specific species
that they believe are local, that they believe Rhode Island is
famous for. In reality, people need to adjust their thinking,
to understand that sometimes a particular fish will be prevalent over another, depending on the time of year and the
ecosystem. There needs to be more flexibility - people can't
just attach to one particular product. Ian explains that it's
about marketing. Cod and salmon are king while the other
fish that Ian catches are much more sustainable, they are
difficult to access in typical grocery stores and markets.
Even so, many people do not know or care to know how to
prepare these alternative and equally delicious species. It
is here where there is already some level of intervention
through local nonprofits and food banks, where chefs and
non-profits alike are trying to get people to try alternative
fish styles with varying degrees of success.
Much of what Ian catches is fairly irregular. He doesn't
focus on cod or other well known species as they are quite
complicated and difficult to catch via trap fishing. The
Mooresfield Oyster Farm
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different fish that he catches depends on the time of year there were so many and each is known in different seasons.
I have grown up in Rhode island and frankly I hadn't heard
of many of these species though I’d love to try every single
one. Unfortunately much of what he catches does become
fishing bait for other fisheries, and does not directly feed
humans. Maybe someday people will be open to alternative
types of fish - maybe someday the variety of fish in our
markets will be vast and highly local. However education is
key here.
In addition, Ian explained the health of the fish and seafood
is dependent upon land intervention - where waste goes as
well as the mass windmills off of Block Island. Starting from
small elements like phytoplankton and up - every moment
of the food chain helps or hurts the product, fisherman,
and consumer.
Lastly, Ian spoke of the trouble of our society being so
embedded in consumption. Consumption has certainly challenged the typical ‘get up and go’ attitude where
people really learned trades and learned from the land.
This is clear within the fish trapping industry, as there are
not many fisherman to take over operations. “The average
crew member in Point Judith is in their 50’s. Young kids
don’t do it anymore, its a rarity.” (Cambell, Interview) Now
that convenience is king, there is great contradiction where
people can't cook and fend for themselves or try to do so
out of novelty. Those with greater financial stability have
the time and ability to try and grow food and cook alternative species. Those with little money also have less time and
exposure to seafood.
Though these were mainly the topics we spoke about as we
listened to seagulls and cars drive by, much of our conversation was centered around the corona virus and how
complicated our food system really is, and how it is incredibly important to be self-sufficient in whatever way possible
whether that’s learning how to catch and skin a fish or how
to grow a tomato. Ian is a young thirty-something who is
wise beyond his years, as he has dedicated his livelihood
to keeping a dying tradition, trap fishing, alive so others
can benefit in years to come. Like Maggie, Ian wishes more
Rhode Islanders knew about his livelihood beyond the hype
of growing and shucking oysters. He is no robot, no cog in
a system. He lives and breathes the ocean, the cat tails, the
ospreys… all so we can enjoy a Rhode Island lobster dinner.
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Right: “Ian and Stevie Logan working at
the Oyster Festival in Providence Summer 2019.” Stesha Campbell.
Left: “Ian typing the funnel line back
up after hauling the east wall trap.”
Stesha Campbell
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Mending the trap is Ian's favorite work
ritual.
There's a lot of rituals out in the fish trap.
(My favorite is) Probably over there in
the field. Mending, in the spring, you've
got beautiful days and then you just have
the most bone chilling windy days and
you're out there trying to make it, though
your hands are freezing. You know, we
try to do a lot more indoors early, trying
to build all new gear so we don’t have to
do it. But yeah, that's a really big spring
ritual. As you know, the mending gets
going on the mend and painting all these
buoys going through the anchors. And
it requires constant maintenance. It's
satisfying, I like the heritage of it all.
It's something to look forward to every
spring. Sometimes it's something to dread
depending on the work you had to do. It's
a balance.
Ian Campbell, Interview
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Ian on his boat in Point Judith
amongst freshly painted boueys.
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“Behind each fish that you eat, there is a
man or woman who worked hard to get
that fish to your plate. Knowing your
fisherman is about supporting your local
fishing families and coastal communities.
Its about listening and learning from the
fisherman about the changes they see in
our local marine ecosystems and how to
protect them. And its also about enjoying
the freshest and most delicious fish from
a trusted source.
In a world where the majority of people
have no idea where their seafood comes
from (most from overseas), knowing
your fisherman is an act of community
solidarity. Learn where your seafood
comes from, who caught it, the story
behind it, and support your community
by eating locally caught seafood!”
Eating with the Ecosystem, Know Your Fisherman Pamphlet
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Exhibition Items From Ian
Ian lent me several objects from his car and boat. Unlike
Maggie, who had little objects to share, Ian had many.
Each object has a history, told through surface texture and
discoloration. Having many objects is typical of the fishing
industry. Knives for rope cutting, tools for mending, sticks
for measuring, buckets for collecting, weights, and even
skeletons of the specimens themselves all accumulate on
fishing boats among larger tools which need constant repair. As he was able to share many of these objects with me
without disrupting his productivity, I realized that my project outcome would have to vary depending on the nature
of the producer’s work. Maggie’s FarmBox was filled with
organic material and designed replicas and curated pieces
of artifacts. Ian’s, on the other hand, would feature more of
the actual artifacts as tools for storytelling.
Ocean State Food Stories
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Left: A measuring tool used to measure
each fish to see if the catch fits federal size regulations. Each notch is a
meaasurement for a specific fish. The
stick is used to kill the fish.
Top Right: The assortment of other
artifacts provided by Ian. From left to
right: nylon trap net, stingray barb,
lead weight, net repair shuttles (3),
knife sharpener.
Bottom Right: Objects in the Mooresfield
Oyster Farm FarmBox prototype.
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Top Left: Lead eight hand cast by
George Mendosa, a famous RI trap
fisherman.
Bottom Left: Different types of common
trap net repair shuttles. The wooden
shuttle was crafted by Ian and embellished by a fisherman in Indonesia.
"Shuttles are used to store and dispense the twine as it is woven through
the net and knots are tied. Shuttle size
is determined by the size of twine you
are using and the mesh size of your
net." ("Net Making Shuttles - Set Of 8,
Net Mending Tools" 2020)
Bottom Center: Stingray barb - Ian has
many of these kicking around. They
are very dangerous as the barb can
easily pierce flesh. The needles make
it difficult to pull the barb away, and
the stingray's flesh surrounding the
barb has a set of ghastly cultures
which infect whatever creature is
punctured. This is what killed Steve
Irwin.
Top Right: Needle and old nylon net
which was black but has been discolored due to sun exposure.
Bottom Right: Close-up of the measuring
device which has been used to mea-
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Interview
Ian's commentary on overfishing and diversifying a catch:

it's nice, It keep you on the water. Kind of a
dream job, if you like, being in the pond.

Ian
Here we are, a country that's heavily regulated and we fish as clean as we possibly
can. And we're (the United States) importing fish from places that have no regulations, you know. So by not supporting local
fishermen and supporting importing the
fish, you're just supporting overfishing, you
know, tenfold because you're supporting
these countries that are importing the fish.

I like the fishery. I fish in the heritage of it.
A lot of what I do is based on heritage.

I've always said, you know, there's countries
that are still whaling and we're (in the US)
only allowed to keep 50 pounds a fluke. It's
not like the oceans divided into countries.
It's all one.

How Ian started trap fishing:
Through my buddy who was fishing at the
time. My dad had fished. I fished when I
was younger, you know, real fishing and you
know, and I was into it.
I had a buddy who fished on the trap boat.
He got me into it. So I fish trapped for the
Tom Hoxie. The guy I bought it off (the
boat) for probably 12 years, I believe, before
me and my sister purchased it. And then
along the way, Tom got into oyster farming
and then we got into oyster farming. And
I've always considered myself of fishermen
more than an oyster farmer.
But now, oyster farm is pretty big and we
do a lot of both. It's how oyster farming is.
It kind of combines the being on the pond
in the farming aspect if things more. So
Ocean State Food Stories

People think oyster farms have taken over
the pond (in Point Judith, where Mooresfield Oyster Farm is located. Now we're all
in everybody's way.
But, you know, the real oyster boom was in
the late eighteen hundreds, early nineteen
hundreds. There was more oyster leases
then than is now.
This pond, that's all it did, you know, that
was one of the first industries here. I forget
how many oyster houses were on the pond.

The typical fishing and oyster farming season:
Our real fishing season is based on fish
traps. Depending on the workload. Now, it's
been earlier, but traditionally (we start)
in the middle of March, beginning April,
provided all the gear is in good shape. You
get your mending done over the winter,
but, you know, starting in March, all the
gear was good. By the second week of April
(we're really late this year but we haven't
had the best weather either). Like I said,
when the forsythias are booming and
dogwoods are blooming and the ospreys
are chirping, you want to be set. At least
have one feeler trap out there to see what's
going on because they're not there and
then they're there, you know, and that's
that first run of fish, whether it's traditionally back in the day, there's a lot more squid
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and scup. Now we're seeing a lot more
bait. Would be the first round (we catch)
your pogies or sea robins striped bass start
coming up. Then we'll get into catching the
striped bass and then we'll have that first
run of scallop and then a little later we'll
have a second round and we go through
the season, July and August, it slows down.
In the fall, we start catching the fall fish,
the blue fish, the bonito, the false albacore,
Boohoos. Little Tunnies. (The list goes on)
But then we (catch) bass if we still have
a striper quota left. We may get a decent
run in the fall. That can go all the way into
November. But then we start pulling the
gear out and try to get out of the water. if
there's no hurricanes bearing down on
you, you can fish a little longer and there's
a Striper quarter, you will if you catch on
anything, you'll keep fishing. You know, it's
lucrative. But if you know, once that hurricane season starts firing off, you're going
to have to really pay attention to what's
going on because you can lose everything.
And, you know, if you make a wrong call,
you know, and a hurricane comes through
the big swell, just tear the shit out of all
the gear. Last year a late nor-easter came
through and pushed a bigger swell. It
destroyed all three traps right after like a
week after we had them fishing. So then we
had pretty much lost the will to put them
all back together.
The Oyster season is year round, but it's
slower in the winter. We like to sell in the
winter. So (we do that) once or twice a
week in the winter and then seven days a
week all summer, really I should be handling them now. Our focus shifts towards
that when the fishing slows down.

Mooresfield Oyster Farm

Regarding the heritage of fish trapping in
Rhode Island:
A lot of the older guys fished as kids. Robin
Sykes fished with Peter Sprague and his
uncle, Joe Whaley, fish trapped. Everybody
had a piece in it here or there and had a
relationship to it in some fashion because
it's (fish trapping) always been here and it
hasn't changed. It's a staple. It hasn't been
manipulated outside of hydraulics and
trying to find easier ways not to have to lift
everything up by hand. We're not obviously
not rowing dories out there and dropping
anchors in, but you know, the mechanics
of how we do it is pretty much the same.
When people see us every spring, they
say, oh, spring, you know, you drive down
Escape Road and see the guys, men and
twine or the guys over in the parking lot
(referring to the mending site). They see us
messing with gear and getting stuff ready.
There's a lot of heritage in it. And I like the
way it fishes.
I like all the fisheries. I'm partial to this one
(trap fishing). I see myself going draggin'.
It's just getting smaller and smaller. The
whole fishing community in general is getting smaller and smaller. And the community is getting older and older. There's not
a lot of people there to take over a lot of
jobs. So it's going to keep getting smaller.
It's just important to keep it going and not
let it go to the wayside. There used to be
over 100 fish trap sites in Rhode Island and
now I think there are three companies left.
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Center: Diagram of fish trap. Note, this is
not the exact trap that Ian uses, but is
very similar. (Skinner and Ball 2018)
Top Left: One of Ian's multiple types of
traps. Traps vasry depending on their
use.
Bottom Left: Lobster traps with skate bait
tied inside and ready for action.

Ian and Stesha’s Images
The following images were provided by Stesha Campbell,
Ian’s sister and business partner. The images are in lieu of a
typical producer day journal, as Ian’s days are varied and
fluctuate between the farm and the trap. The images were
taken over the course of four years. There are a few images
which I have taken, which are specified.
Trap fishing requires frequent maintenance of the trap, or
system of nets. Ian spends countless days and early evenings in a grassy spot off the side of a main road in Point
Judith where he is able to organize and mend his nets.
Much of the content Stesha shared surrounded a relationship with these nets. This includes photographs of Ian
mending nets in winter or a crew on the boat repairing nets
or picking up nets. The traps are vital to Ian’s work and thus
he must care for them meticulously.

Net Details
"Trap fishing eliminates the chase; supported by buoys and
weighted to the bottom, the traps guide the fish along some
1,500 feet of netting and funnel them into final holding
trap — the “box net”– measuring 100 feet long by 70 to
80 feet wide. The owner of the North Star21 told Markham
Starr22 that with only his small crew of three, he can catch
enough fish in a season to make 60,000 meals.” Nylon traps
have replaced the natural fibers that were prone to decay
and breakage. Still, they’re in constant need of repair, with
only “old-timers” possessing the requisite skills and knowledge.
Traps can hold thousands of pounds of fish, and for generations, the work has required strong backs and strong
hands, with each tug condensing the catch into an ever-smaller space. “There’s a certain beauty in the work they
do,” Starr writes." (Allen 2013)
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21 The North Star is the fishing boat that
Ian worked on for a decade before
starting his own operation.
22 Markham Starr is a videographer who
produced a series of excellent videos
about trap fisherman in Point Judith.
(Starr 2020)

Left: Ian mending the trap in cold weather. Photograph by Stesha Campbell.
Right: Ian's boat filled with ancors and
boueys to be distributed the next day.
Photograph by author.
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“A beautifully set east wall trap (below).
Ian and Adam tying in the corner of the
fish trap (right).”
Stesha Campbell, Shared Photographs
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“Hauling in a dirty leader (left). Getting
ready to haul outthe west wall trap
(image below).”
Stesha Campbell, Shared Photographs
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“Ian and Stesha bringing fish back
to Seafreeze shoreside.”

“Well I was convinced, so I did
the same but alone. I grabbed my
dad’s rusty shovel and dug a deep
hole in my childhood yard. This
brought me back to simpler times
when I was fascinated by small bits
and pieces of the outside world,
like ants.”

—Stesha Campbell

—Stesha Campbell

“Ian diving on the North Star.”

“A perfectheart shaped oyster
from the farm!”

—Stesha Campbell

—Stesha Campbell
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“Ian and Tom Hoxie sortring fishat the
cull table.” Stesha Campbell
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“Starting from the left: ouryoung deck
hand Ryan, Stevie Logan, Stesha, and
Ian working Calamari fest inNaragansett. Summer 2019.” Stesha Campbell
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Buckets of sorted fish from a day's
catch. Photo by Stesha Campbell.
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1

2

Distributors
Ian sells his fish to multiple distributors within the
Narragansett region. Trap fishing often yields a diverse catch,
so its difficult to find one place that can buy everything.
"(Referring to distributors)Usually you'll deal with one
place. With our fishery, we catch a lot of weird fish sometimes. So there's more of a market in one place or the
other.

1

“Stesha holding a large striped bass
on the North Star.” Stesha Campbell

2 Fluke
3

American Shad

5

4 Amberjack
5 False Albicore Tuna

We usually try and deal with just one place, you know. But
there are so many little odds and ends. We sell oysters, we
sell a lot to the Narragansett Bay Lobster and Champlin
Seafood. Most of our fish go to Sea Freeze or Narragansett
Bay Lobster. So some to Town Dock (the biggest buyer), so
we kind of bounce around." (Campbell, 2020)
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Exerpt from Eating with the Ecosystem pamphlet.
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“Starting from the left: ouryoung deck
hand Ryan, Stevie Logan, Stesha, and
Ian working Calamari fest inNaragansett. Summer 2019.” Stesha Campbell
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Every boat has a unique smell. (My
favorite smell is)That spring, like
Forsythia Dogwood smell, you know,
spring air. A lot of the fisheries are based
around that (smell).
There's old school saying (that) trickles
down through the generations. Like my
boss always said: "when the forsythias
bloom, squid's on the beach, you have to
get the traps in when the forsythia So I
always kind of base it (the season)on the
ospreys.
Ospreys are on the same fishing season
we do so they can tell you everything
that's going on. They will fly over your
head with a pogie or something. So you'll
go “pogies are here,” you know? Because
you're gonna be fishing on whatever's
here. They start fishing on Bucky's early
and… there's a lot of stuff like that, weird
stuff like that. When the Ospreys are
getting their nets ready, we should be
getting our gear ready. When they're
flying over with fish, we should be fishing.
So when the Forsythia is blooming, that’s
the stuff that comes to mind. The smell of
spring.

Ian Campbell, Interview
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Glass
Seaweed
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I started this project while
starting my journey with glass
casting in the fall. Glass casting
was one of those classes I had
always dreamed of taking when
I entered RISD—it seemed like
this great and iconic class to
take and it absolutely was. The
tiny hot shop was scorching
in the summer and freezing in
the winter. I remember my first
class, my first time scooping up
a ladle of molten glass out of the
furnace and dumping it carefully
into a pile of sand—well it was
exhilarating, mesmerizing, all of
those things. Though glass isn’t
technically edible, much of our
natural environment is made of
glass, particularly silica. There’s
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quite a science and grand origin story to this whole thing—
how silica is the one material that can survive great temperature—so you see silica in soil and sand. While working
with glass we learned how to cast in these sand pits. I
started to dig deep holes and fill them with found material—grasses, oysters, even rotting vegetables—all to see
what would potentially happen. The results were wonderful
as I started to create campfire mounds—positive shapes all
derived from dug nests. The process was like watching the
most exciting campfire—once the molten glass is poured
into a wax mold, anything it touches catches fire—all of the
organic material turns into a delicate white dust, leaving
silica behinds. In its hottest state, the molten glass is a brilliant orange, then it turns to a burnt orange, and then finally to the semi translucent, dusty color we all know too well.
I loved my time in the hot shop as it wasn’t just about pure
experimentation in its entirety—it was also about community. Everyone worked with each other and riffed off of
one another’s work. We grew together, we built each other’s pieces, watched each other’s fires in awe. We were an
absolute community until the end. That’s what’s so powerful
about glass—the material is solely mesmerizing but takes a
village to produce anything. Casting, blowing, sculpting, all
of these actions required great flexibility and freedom, as
well as careful consideration and calculations. And no matter how hard you try, no casting will ever be the same—the
temperature, substance, shock… All of these factors vary
once the glass is scooped from the furnace and poured
onto a graphite surface. Glass captures every grain, leave,
vain, ripple.. It’s incredible. And its sand, its silica, it’s the
first material. Because of this I believe glass is relevant, as
in many ways, playing with glass helped me to understand
the building blocks of the natural and built environment
that I was dissecting. It helped me to be fluid and calculated simultaneously.
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The Original New Republic of
Rhode Island
I created this in the fall of 2018. This project became the
foundation of my thesis. The New Republic of Rhode Island
is a speculative design project that explores the effects of
the “local” movement. Within this utopian/dystopian future, the state of Rhode Island became a boundary of which
I created a set of rules - where newly created items have
to be not just made in Rhode Island, but grown in Rhode
Island. To fully explore this scenario, I embarked on a series
of material and behavior experiments where I selected
and studied the state’s most prolific natural resources and
tried to create from them. Resources include sod, mollusc
shells, leaves, grasses, vegetables, and seaweed. I traveled
throughout the state to procure each resource from the
closest source possible - the farmer or the natural habitat.
The bucket, glove, and hand tool displayed are examples of
these materials in action. These are specifically designed
tools for seaweed and mollusc shell foraging, which, in the
New Republic of Rhode Island, are major natural resources
from which many objects are built. The bucket (made of
varying species of seaweed bioplastic) has a simple filtration system to rid specimens of sand and pebbles. The glove
(made of potato starch bioplastic) has a layer of crushed
mollusc shells to clean and scrub specimens, as well as
to protect one’s hands from weather and water. Lastly,
the small scrubbing tool is a clam shell with crushed mollusc shells attached via potato starch plastic to aid in the
cleansing process. Each item has its own expiration date
due to the nature of the biomaterials used.
Ultimately my material experiments and built scenario aim
to illustrate limitations and opportunities within this radical
localist “utopia.” Limitations (and opportunities) include adjustment of behavior to facilitate the procurement and care
for everyday objects made with locally sourced materials.
The materials themselves have their own limitations as well.
These include rapid expiration dates and newly juxtaposed
smells. Creating a rigid border for which “local” is defined
implies an interesting political landscape. Though the localist movement is rooted in some level of nobility, it can also
be considered nationalist. Lastly, through the exploration
of material procurement, I was able to meet many interesting people and found myself exploring my environment in
a completely different way, which has certainly altered my
perspective of Rhode Island. This framework can be applied
to other locations where one’s sense of place can be transformed.

Top: Tools made of local foraged materials. Photo by Rebecca Gonzalez
Morales.
Bottom: Sod dishrack.

Left: Agrarian Nostalgia Chair made of
cast glass and salvaged base.
Right Images: Glass experiments which
helped to fuel my research.
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Left Images: Messy moments of thesis
research process.
Right: Milk plastic experiments from my
time working at the Nature Lab at
RISD.
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Left: Prototype of parade artifact from
fictional holiday: Food Summit Day.
Top Right: Picking corn for Hopes Harvest.
Bottom Right: Testing scents created
from nostalgic RI smells. Smells were
picked via a facebook survey, so the
answers were hilarious.
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Sweet Corn
Seaweed
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To Rhode Islanders, Rhode island
is known for its sweet corn. No
summer is complete without a
trip to the grocery store for a
bag full of corn. I was always the
one to husk—peeling its fibers
and chopping off the bottom
bits with my bare hands. It was
the funnest shore as a kid. I
once made plastic out of the
stalk—it’s a beautiful glistening
pale color that is dazzling and
translucent. Even the sweet scent
of the boiled water collecting
corn was wonderful, so subtle yet
you could smell it throughout the
house.
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It’s just a fun vegetable to eat too—all the chomping and
popping and additions of chili and butter and lime—it’s so
simple and such a great treat. I loved it so much that as an
adult in college I would actually go to the farmers market
and buy ears of corn and cook them in my microwave. I
learned that if you wrap them in paper towels and heat
them up for 3 minutes you have a perfectly cooked ear of
corn. It brought me back to simpler times when I was rushing through a research paper or panicking about a roommate’s bullshit boyfriend. Those little sensations, smells,
flavors and rituals kept me sane and grounded.
A few months ago I started volunteering for a local nonprofit called Hope’s Harvest. Throughout my research I was
told that Hopes Harvest was the most interesting, successful, and overall impressive social justice initiative in the
state. It’s a organization that connects with local farms and
gleans surplus vegetables—if there’s too much of something
or no place that will take it—well this organization actually relies on volunteers who are usually retired yuppies to
gather together and pick all the vegetables and bring them
to the food back where they will be parceled up and delivered to the masses. It’s a brilliant organization on multiple
levels—obviously the gleaning and dealing with waste is
important and more important is the free food for the hungry. But I especially love roping in retired adults, as they are
often looking for something to do and nothing can be more
grounding than 3 hours of picking corn on a fall day. It’s not
every retired adult doing this—the nonprofit has attracted
this microcosm of hyper master gardeners and people who
grew up on farms and really know what they are doing.
One day I volunteered for”research.” I was on my own—I
drove to the outskirts of Rhode Island to a community farm
in Seekonk where I picked squash for 2 hours and corn for
another hour. The work was repetitive and at times lonely.
I often felt myself looking up and trying to connect with
others through fast and trivial conversations about the
state of the squash field. As this was the end of the growing
season,—many corn and squash were semi rotten. You have
to have patience and an eye for detail to do this work. Missing a bump or soft spot could mean serious spoilage, but
alternatively judging a deformed area solely on aesthetics
means wasting a perfectly good vegetable. Corn certainly
has its demons in the United states but squash can feed so
many. Squash is underrated. Sweet corn is perfect.
.

Sensory FarmBox Prototype
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Conclusion
Though my work has culminated in a physical object and
experience, its lasting effects are much greater for me.
Through my thesis I was able to actively engage with a
topic and community that I learned I have great passion
for. I became more confident in my design abilities, and
challenged myself to be relevant, respectful, pragmatic,
creative, and real. As a designer, I enjoyed the rabbit holes
and design constraints created while working on this project. I loved learning about, sourcing and experimenting with
different materials and dyeing processes to make objects
that are as close to the earth as possible. Additionally, I am
excited and grateful to have tapped into a new community
here - filled with people who are fighting for a resilient local
food system.

Top Left: South Side Community Land
Trust City Farm in Providence.
Right Clockwise: Sarah McCormick of
Little Falls Farm, Jenna and Adam of
Foggy Notion Farm, Jean Claude of
BAMI Farm, Susan of Apponagansett
Farm

I have really enjoyed mapping and understanding the
complex network of food justice efforts happening within
the state. This network includes government policymakers,
nonprofit pioneers, producers, and consumers of varyOcean State Food Stories
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ing backgrounds. Each stakeholder has their own set of
challenges, assumptions, and experiences. This network is
certainly vast and strong, especially for such a small state.
After meeting many pioneers for local food and learning of
their efforts to help increase education, food access, and
ease farmer’s abilities to produce, I wonder how the system
will change, especially after the Covid-19 Pandemic. Covis-19 has complicated many channels of distribution—such
as fisherman selling their catches to restaurants. However,
demand for local food has risen exponentially as consumers seek creative ways to find food security—whether it be
hovering around the docks of Point Judith to catch a fisherman, or stopping at the tiny dairy farm store one town over.
Local food delivery systems have achieved an immense
increase in sales, and these local farm stores cannot keep
up with consumer demand. It's certainly unclear if these
trends will remain strong once the pandemic subsides, and
it's fascinating that a mass pandemic was the catalyst
for new kinds of conversations across a broader spectrum
of residents. For many the ability to access local food is
becoming a priority or in some cases easier, however I do
worry about increasing wealth disparities as our economy
continues to suffer and unemployment rates rise. These
disparities already make it incredibly difficult for many to
participate in a healthy local food system, and so may slow
future progress.

Top: Sales transaction at the Hope Wintertime
Farmers Market in Pawtucket, RI.
Bottom: The dairy aisle in Stop and Shop.

Despite my concerns about wealth disparity and local food
access, I am excited to see how the efforts of individuals,
small businesses, and farmers are making progress. For
instance, Maggie LaProse, the owner of the dairy farm, built
her store a couple of years ago, and is continuing to adjust
its capacity to hold more product. Maggie hopes to start a
small flower farm and sell fresh cut flowers. Julius Kolawoke,
head of the African Alliance and Bami Farm, is seeking
ways to create food delivery systems where his farmers
are able to sell directly to consumers outside of the typical farmers’ market. Beyond the efforts of local nonprofits
and small businesses, Rhode Island's policies regarding
increasing production of local food and enabling opportunity for more producers is growing. Our state, together
with all of New England have goals to create a “system of
support” where much of the food consumed in New England
will hopefully be grown in New England. There are many
challenges to this, especially obtaining access to farmland
and finding farms and fisherman to produce, at heightened
levels. However, the moonshot is incredibly important - to
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have a state whose policies are moving in the direction of
creating a resilient system where local food production
and access is at the core. I truly hope that in ten years time
there will be more locally produced food items in places
such as Stop and Shop and other market spaces. Additionally, I would love to see local food be the primary supplier to
food kitchens. Rhode Islanders need to learn about alternative types of fish and become wary of mythologies regarding which species are presently local. More Rhode Islanders
should take advantage of SNAP’s dollar doubling at farmers
markets. Additionally, I hope farmers are able to make a living wage where they do not have to rely so heavily on time
consuming and distracting consumer facing efforts, such
as selling in farmers markets. There’s clearly many components that are morphing and changing - especially as our
cities and suburbs increase and farmland becomes more
and more scarce. Within these times, creative growing techniques and inventions, such as efforts like Gotham Greens,
are key though present their challenges - as new farming
technologies suggest a future where farmland is obsolete,
where mass amounts of land and pasture are difficult to acquire due to urbanisation.
I do plan to continue this project and actualize it beyond my
time here at RISD. Though the Corona virus has challenged
my ability to continue with complete ease, I am seeking out
grants and other forms of funding. This project planning
has created the basis for smaller scale versions. For example, I plan to create a smaller version that can be exhibited
in libraries or other event related spaces. Future unknowns
aside, I have sincerely enjoyed the privilege of what came
with this research effort - the many conversations with
different stakeholders as well as all of the locations and
amazing situations I found myself in - from the DEM office in Providence to the Saint Stephens Soup Kitchen, or
a fishing boat off of Point Judith. This project is ultimately
about process versus a beautiful polished finished piece. I
have learned to love my state, more than I was ever able to
before. As I move forward with this work and navigate post
graduation life, I intend to continue food system related
work wherever I am and to help build the pathway to the
collective moonshot, to a resilient future of thriving local
food systems and healthy biodiverse communities.
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Top: Hopes Harvest volunteers gleaning
eggplants to give to the Food Bank.
Bottom: A dock shrine in Wickford's harbor.

Definitions

white, cream, yellow, grean, lime, plum, violet, purple, and
red. Aside from growing throughout Africa, garden eggs are
also grown in Brazil, where they are used in cuisine dinners
with other vegetables.”—African Alliance of Rhode Island
Information Pamphlet
Agrotourism

Terroir
"A French term used to describe the environmental factors
that affect a crop’s phenotype, including unique environment contexts, farming practices and a crop’s specific
growth habitat. Collectively, these contextual characteristics are said to have a character; terroir also refers to this
character." “Terroir.”
Social Justice
Justice in terms of the distribution of wealth, opportunities,
and privileges within a society. (Oxford dictionary)
Place
A meaningful location (Tim Cresswell)

Anthropocene
The current geological age, viewed as the period during
which human activity has been the dominant influence on
climate and the environment. (Oxford Dictionary)
Wampum

Agritourism or agrotourism, as it is defined most broadly,
involves any agriculturally based operation or activity that
brings visitors to a farm or ranch. (Wikipedia)
Green Gentrification
“Green gentrification looks at the social consequences of urban “greening” from an environmental justice and sustainable development perspective. Such Initiatives, while positive for the environment, tend to increase inequality and
thus hte social pillar of sustainable development. Although
green is ostensibly intended to improve environmental conditions in neighborhoods, it generates green gentrification
that pushes out the working class, and people of color, and
attracts white, wealthier in-migrants. Simply put, urban
greening “enriches and whites” remaking the city for the
sustainability class. Without equity-oriented public policy
intervention, urban greening is negatively re-distributive in
global cities.” (Gould/Lewis)
Greenwashing
“Greenwashing, also called “green sheen”, is a form of marketing spin in which green PR and green marketing are deceptively used to persuade the public that an organization’s
products, aims and policies are environmentally friendly
and therefore ‘better’; appeal to nature.” (Greenwashing,
Wikipedia)

Small cylindrical beads made by some North American
Indian peoples from shells, strung together and worn as
decoration or used as money. (Oxford Dictionary)
Skate
Skates are cartilaginous fish belonging to the family Rajidae in the superorder Batoidea of rays. More than 150
species have been described, in 17 general. (Wikipedia)

Langstroth Hive
The most popular hive design in the United States. It’s essentially a modular rectangular box hive that is designed to
both maximize honey production and to be easily stacked
and shipped, making it perfect for mass pollination of mono-culture.

Merroir
The complete set of local conditions in which seafood is
raised. (Wiktionary)
Garden Egg
“African garden eggs, known as Guinea squash, are similar
to eggplants, usually eaten raw or cooked in a stew from
tomato sauce. African garden eggs come in a variety of
vibrant colors and sizes depending on the area where they
are grown. The colors vary widely and garden eggs can be
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